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Increasing on Maine Farms.
Figure· given io the latest ieaue of the
Crop Reporter of the Doited States Department of Agriculture would aeem to
Cattle

11—1 to 4.

Attorney at Law,

iodicate that the live stock business of
the State of Maine is in a prosperous
Collection» * Specialty
β
condition, and iocreasing, both as regard
a„.,e
the number and the value of the stock.
This fact, compared with the further
Κ Λ 1'AtiK.
fact that the figures of the same bulletin
Attorneys at Law,
show a decrease in the number of all
MAINS.
kinds of farm animals with the excepKJCT Pl..
El>ry C. Park
tion of horses and mules, would seem to
t :c Ick.
x
place the State of Maine in a most favorable sbowiog in thia regard.
BRIGGS,
S.
CARL
The figurée show au increase io the
values of all farm animal·, aud an inDentist,
crease in the number of all animals with
MAINE.
Mils,
i
swine. The
to ΰ v. M. E»en-1 the exception of sheep and
V m
attention □umber of these latter animals has not
κ,
fecial
,J£4
I decreased, however, but remains practiMreo
M-n!
cally the same as in the previous year.
Tekn-hoae 14X4
The figures given are for Jan. 1, 1912
The number of milch cows is reported
NASH.
J
it 157,000, which is one per cent more
than reported for the same time a year
ago. The average value is $40, compared
with $44 a year ago, and a ten-year average of $32.
rear Maaonic Block,
Temp'·
The number of otber cattle is reported
NORWAY. at 99,000, which is also one per cent more
Comedies.
r-npno"·
Chan reported a year previously. The
Average price per head is reported at
$21.20, compared with $19.S0. There are
110,000 horses, also about a one per cent
Norway, Maine,
increase, with an increase io value of
MAINS.

IJsKKK

WALDO

Licensed Taxidermist,
v & butts,

lon^

about $12, from $127 to $139
The number o( sheep remains about
the same, 180,000, with a slight increase
from $4 10 to $4.20.
u average value
There are also just ab>ut the same number of swine in the state, 101,000, but
there has been a considerable increase in
ralue, from $11 00 to $12.90 per head,
marketed at the age of nine months,
which is two months younger than the
whole
average marketing age for the
country. The increase in the number of
milch cows shows a healthy and steady
growth of the dairy business io the State
i>f Maine
The increase io the number
nf other cattle is very likely due to a
Urge exteot to the many heifer calves
which are being ra'sed for the dairy, and
of
perhaps also to an increased number
beef animals, for there seems to be a
to grow more beef cattle io
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The drouth baa brought serious daroThe bay and the oat field· are be-

Se.aring to cry out

the

(or moisture
•upply stored in the subsoil ia becoming
I have a field that la standexhausted.
ing up well under the trying condition*
and ia at present a "growing testimony"
to the benefits of thorough tillage and
good fertilizers. One spot of a few
square feet, where the roller made a akip,
demonstrates, as I have contended, that
it is of decided benefit to roll grain fields.
The oats on that little skipped patch are
thin, short and yellow, showing poor
germination of the seed, and slow growth.
1 once saw a field on a neighboring farm,
a part of which was rolled,
and the difference in the growth and in the ultimate
crop was at least one-fourth or one-third
in favor of rolled portion.
The start of clover and timothy on my
field is good and is hanging on well. It
waa sown after the drill which put in the
oata and fertilizer and the slant tooth
harrow was run over the field, followed
by the roller. That field was helped out
by an application of 250 to 300 pounds of
2 8 10 fertilizer an acre, and several spots
on one end, where the fertilizer attachment of the drill did not get down to
business as quickly as it should, show
what might have been the conditions if
we bad "cut out the axpenae of fertilizer." The young oats on those spots are
short and yellow.
They look "hungry
and bilious." I am satisfied that that
fertilizer would have given an even better account of itself if the supply of
humus in the soil were greater.
The drouth conditions are bringing
more forcibly home to the farmers of
this locality that we mnst in some way
restore the humus to our soil, if we are
I
to thrive on the crops it produces.
have been pondering long and deeply
wondering bow it is to be done without
too heavy expense or too serious upsetting of the regular crop rotation. Several
plane have presented themselves, and I
am doing a little careful experimenting.
So we may hit on some method that will
fit the dilemma.
Things have been happening in some
of our corn6«lds that have put another
rivet in the "thorough tillage doctrine"
In every
and "clinched it tight, too."
where there
ca*e, so far as I can learn,
has been poor germination and a consequent poor stand, the soil was not properly fitted for the crop. On two fields
where the seed was taken from the same
crib one has an almost perfect stand,
while the other shows about 65 per cent
germination The first field bad perfeot
fitting, the second only an insufficient
Moreover, the cultivators
harrowing.
in passing over the well fitted field bring
the
up the cool, moist earth from under
dust mulch and the growing corn does
not seem to be suffering for water, while
on field No. 2 the crop is just
standing
still wailing for rain. If we can in some
and
humus
way build up the supply of
then apply the principles of thorough
tillage the drouths and some of the other
troubles of the agriculturist will lose
aa

the east.
S. RICHARDS.
All the rest of the New Eogland States,
ME.
SOUTH PARIS.
New York and New Jersey show a deover
crease in the number of milch cows
Of other cattle,
the previous year
Khode Island, New York and New Jersey
show a decrease in numbers; Vermont
37 vtsitn
and Connecticut have about the same
number, aud New Hampshire and Massachusetts have an increase of about one
io sheep
per ceot. There is no increase
and
or swine in aoy of thes* states, and only
37-IA.
TKLirilO.\E
Island and Connecticut
dia- Vermont, Rhode
own io the
Medical and Surgical treatment of
appear to have held their
domestic
all
of
ues aud accidente
oumber of sheep.
•nimala.
The fact that the number of farm aui- their terrors.—Farmer.
and
Special attention to Caatrating
mals in Maine has in the case of every
for tenting of
agent
Silos and Dairying.
'paying. Appointed
specie· either held, increased or remained
ittle and honte* and veterinary
about the same as the previous year,
[t is generally conceded that the silo
<o work.
the
farming
shows well for this part of
is an essential factor on the farm, al.railuaU of th· t'nlted Nlatta Colle·· industry of the state as compared with
though the feeding of silage is of comthe
>'
In
numbers
Vturlaary fturgaoa·, IVuhiufioa.
decrease
1*43 ι the very general
in America, the
recent

Dr. C. M. Merrill,
in., Sonil Pans. Mint.
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Prof.

Builders' Finish I

paratively

over.

Campbell

to Leave.

fortunately, iarmers nave leameu me
value of silage as a roughage feed for
dairy cows and in fattening steers. Tbe
increased prices received for roughage
feeds, together with tbe prices charged
for the by-products of our mills, breweries and distilleries during the past 10
years, have compelled us to study more
closely the problem of feeds and feeding.
The silo has revolutionised dairying in
The poor pasture in sum
many states.
mer and the high price of grain in winter have compelled the farmer to produce
and preserve upon his farm those feeds
which best serve tbe needs of hi· dairy.
He has learned to practice intensive
farming in its broadest sense. That old
dry cornstalk, which in tbe past was
largely waste and a source of great annoyance when it reached tbe manure
shed or while being hauled to the field,
is now being converted into a source of
profit both as a feed and a fertilizer.
The elements in the crop ensiled are
preserved and made available as plant
food when returned to the soil as liquid
or solid manure.
Ensiling corn does not
add anything tu its food value as a plant
It simply adds to its digestibility and
palatability and preserves tbe plant in
its natural succulent state. The process
of fermentation imparts a certain flavor
to silage that makes it extremely appetizing to cows. Corn contains sugar,
whicb, in the process of fermentation, is
con verted into acid; and it is this acid
in the silage that pickles or preserves it.
Chemists have discovered that the acid
in the silage is similar, if not identical,
with that found in tbe large stomach of
the cow after fermentation has taken
place. So that in ensiling the corn the
dairyman aids his cows in one of the
The
most important steps in digestfoo.
manure from silage fed animals is much
more convenient to handle and is more
readily taken up by plants when applied
to the soil.
Tbe silo prevents waste in feeding corn
as a roughage, as it preserves tbe entire
plant in a palatable form. There is little
or no waste, as both the cob and tbe
dry, woody stalk, which contains about
86 per cent of the food nutrients of the
plant, are preserved. This saving makes
the silo both economical and valuable
Siloing
from the dairyman's viewpoint.
is easily the most economical method of
cow.
the
for
feed
dairy
storing roughage
It has been well said that "the silo is the
rich man's
poor mau's uecessity and the
for by it both gain a better and
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of these farms, all adjoining.
*e« ^umner,
These farms are operated in conuection with the summer hotel, "The Balsams," owned by this corporation, of
A. O.
which Ueury S. Male of Philadelphia is
Watch15 years expert
The farm will be known
the president.
*s
4'The Balsams Stock Farm." The
maker with
Kennard 4 Co., Boston. farm already has an excellent herd of
Holstein-Friesians, beaded by a son of
Creamelle Vale, beside a herd of Jersey*
Some of the
and a herd of Shorthorn·.
All Work
Holatein stock was bought out of the
(luarantecd.
Hue herd owned by H. G. Beyer of Port
laud. Other stock on the farm is a dock
the
A little out of
way 1 of Dorset Horned sheep, Hampshire
Down sheep, a good herd of Berkshire
but it pays to walk.
swine, and some Belgian and Clydesdale
Ulinv WATCHES. CLOCKS horses.
Although all the agricultural interests
AMD JEWELRY.
in Maine will regret the leaving of Prof.
u
Hobba* Variety Store, Norway, Me.
Campbell, it is understood that tbe
position which he will take on this farm
is an opportunity too good to refuse.
teen

Maine.

Bigelow.

|

HILLS,

origin

first silo having been built 38 years ago.
The silo has come to be one of the indispensable factors in profitable dairying.

It will be a matter of sincere regret to
every persou in M.tine who is interested
io agricultural education, and especially
I
âCλ
turnlab DOORS ami WINDOWS o( any * Κ,.βλ t*rK«k ara inforuiitoH in And
reasonable
price·.
at
j'.iv
-tyie
quainted with the Collège of Agriculture
of the University of Maine, to learn of
the resignation of Prof. Percy A. Camp
bell from the position of head of the de(or IneMe 01
partment of ammal husbandry.
1' I want of any kind ot Flnlah
Pine Lum
work, send In your order·
>u.
Prof. Campbell ban resigned from edu(or
Caab.
ulnule· on band Cheap
her k.
cational work to go into agricultural
.siuess as manager of the live stock
and Job
Pia
belongiug to the Dixville Notch Corpo
g,
ration on the farms owned by that corSale.
itched Π ne Sheathing (or
poration in Dixville Notch and ColeThere are fifNew

The Record Again Broken.

Spriog Farm Pontiac Lass, the $10,000
world's champion Holstein butter cow,
has again broken a world's record. Tbe
100-day test has just been completed by
Cornell Agricultural College experts ou
the farm of Francis M. Jones near Clinton, Ν. Y., where the cow was raised,
and it was found that sbe had exceeded
the world's record by 15.23 pounds of
butter. Sbe gave about 4,000 pounds of
milk in the 100 days, or 407.28 pounds of
butter. The previous best record was
held by Johann De Kol Van Beers, which
also held the 90, 60 and 30 day records
recently smashed by Spring Farm Pontiac Lass. The world'· champion cow
was ahipped from Clinton to the home of
net
to
of
Bonds
Rockland
C'y
Stevens Brothers, tbe cow'· new owners,
It is expected that she
on Saturday.
per cent.
will be put under a year's test soon. The
Run ford & Mexico Water
Mr. Jones luxury,
t ct 4 j>er cent Bonds—Tax exempt. Messrs. Stevens recently paid
more independent living."
Mr. Jones has refor the cow.
110,000
When we consider the amount of space
Central Maine Power Co. 5 per cently sold three bull calves for a little
that is required to store sufficient roughcetit
Bonds—Legal for Savings over $4,000. One went to Vermont, one age to feed a given number of cows for a
Banks.
to Massachusetts and the other to Mil- season, as against that required to store
at once beMaine & New Brunswick Elec- ford, N. T.—W. P. Doyle, New York.
λ like tonuage of silage, we
oome convinced of the economical value
trical Power Co. 5 per cent Bonds.
Slaughter the Weeds.
of tbe silo as a storage receptacle. In
Cumberland County Power and
mateis the time to keep after tbe these days of high-priced building
Now
6
and
Co. 5 per cent Bonds
that the farmer
weeds. Do not allow them to get tbe rials It is important
per cent preferred stock.
it is should be able to store tbe maximum of
upper hand of tbe crop. If you do,
Lewi»ton, Augusta & Waterville likely to prove costly later. The pres- feed in a minimum of space.bothAgain,
time
the there is a decided saving in
R. R. 6 per cent
atock.
ence or tbe lack of moisture during
as compared
and labor in
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cent next two months will in all probability with that of feeding silage or stover. ▲
of most cultivated
feeding hay
for Savings determine tbe yield are
saved from
preferred
If weeds
present to any larger amount of food can be
crops.
tbe silo, than by
Banks.
marked extent they will rob the crop of an acre, when put into
of
harvesting.
Other desirable bonds and stocks. necessary moisture as well as fertility. any other known method
less to —Κ. B. Dorsett.
It may, and frequently does, cost
cultivation
get rid of weeds by thorough
this time
The farmer, like the merchant, as a
of tbe crop and hand hoeing at
Pleasant Street,
acof year than to harvest a crop in which business man should keep a cash
In many count. Once during the year he should
MAINE. weeds are very numerous.
even to hire take an inventory. Tbe credit side of the
cases it will probably pay
will account is not wholly made up of dollars
extra labor to do this—that is, it
from the crop at and cents always, but I think it should
give a larger net return
In addition to also include the improvements and laborthe end of the season.
will saving conveniences, some of which are
laiue Steaaishlp Line
this real increased cash in hand, you
clean seed worth many times their cost, be has
Mrv.-t between Portland and New York
have tbe satisfaction of having
Steamers leave rranklla Wbart Tueadare, and cleaner soil· upon which to grow made during the year. Among tbe farmrourMtay*
satunlay* at 6:30 p. m.. alao
Tbe weed factor it er's assets there are two othor Items
Muuiay*. iojju a m., June » to September» next year's crop.
Inclusive.
undoubtedly a very much more impor* that should also be considered, because
than it it tbey are priceless, and money will not
tant one in crop production
Boston and Portland Line
buy tbem; these are health and contentgiven credit for.
·■*»· Franklin Wtiar», Portland, week day· al
ment.—J. A. Randall, New London
V «
Hundava ».D0 p. m. Beturnlntc leav«
ba<
Tbe Department of Agriculture
""•tun week day· and Sunday» at 7 p. m
Conntj, Ct.
for the thirc
stmiu-hlp,, Kanrtom B. Tuller and Bay State issued its annual report
Create a Soil Reserve.
"· bet weem Pertiaad aad lOiWn
of the Gregory orchard contest
year
"■*»· *ta teruou·· «l.OO i»d f
tban half of th<
This is a little more
are limited amounts of essential,
There
laUruatlonal Line Steamahlp Go*. Mnirtoi time the contest is to ran. Reports wen
elements in the soil
<·ον. Cobb leave· Runiun at # a. m. Mon
a sligh ; fertilizing mineral
contestants,
137
from
■lay,, Wwtneiflay· ao<l Friday·. Portland β ρ received
Tbe repor ; and each crop grown upon and removed
last
β for
year.
B.
from
Ν.
St.
John,
aad
Lubeu
decrease
Ka*t|>urt,
from tbe land takes away a definite porthe present status of the con
Portland and Koeltlnnd Line states that
orchards an ι tion of this mineral matter; a hundred
ia that some of the
test
it all
^w'4™er Mouhegan leave· Portland oa Te·*
res t bushel crop, for instance, extracts
.ι
out prominently over the
time that the twenty
aT· aad Saturday· at 7 a. m. (o r standing
ù î'.
for tbe prizes an< I in one-fourth of the
«otkland and Intermediate laudln^a.
of those competing
wonid
consume
it.
example of what ma; r five bnshel crop
Portland aad Boethbnj Line present a striking In Maine by prope r
Tbe more we take out tbe more wi
accomplished
be
Steamer Catherine leavea Portland Mondayi
must return if we hope to perpetuate th< 1
and Krldav* at 7.00 a. ra. (or Baa t orchard management.
J* wine» lay·
productivity of the land. We know w<
eo>>ibUay and Intermediate landing·.
tbe ball ia compellei I cannot continue to milk without feeding
places
»
many
In
IncluJ
rate·
(or Freight, aU
wTjiService
being set to work. I k or subtract without adding. We mnsl
■*nae Insurance.
to earn his keep by
in the leaal feed the soil to créa to a soil reserve.
r®*n,»tlona aad all laformaOoa addrei • doea not hurt hla highness
rf
h
H 4.
CLaY, Agent, rranklla Wharf, Portlan<
Jeweler and Graduate
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to tbe last ditch, sub. No man's
licked till be says so himself, tfby.
laughed.
"When she and Tom are married!' right on that |M>lut. euh. I knew an old
repeated Colonel Strickland, bis eyee rellow over yonder In Callaway that
resting fondly on Mary's face. "Doesn'l never got licked tn bis whole life: he
died flgbtin' to bis last breath, like a
that sound good. though?"
Then be turned polntblunk to Mrs reg'lar old Davy Crockett, suhl"
Todhuater. "When shall it be. Mrs
The Hon. William J. Strickland smil"I'm uot throwing up the sponge
Todhunter?" he asked. "You and Mise ed.
Mary bave got to be good now and either." he responded. "but tbe wisest
name uu early day. When shall It be?" way is to look facts straight in the
Rut at this alarming question Mar} face. If you don't you simply build a
herself gave a little cry of maidenly fool's paradise that'll make you feel all
clutched her moth the worse if things don't turn out
Mary bi imbed furiously a» the otberi

Drouth.

OUQH TILLAGE EMPHASIZED.

on practical agricultural topWs
Address all communication· lcfor
this
department to Hbmbt D
gMtd
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Tod hunter was no!
But Colonel
among thane who first crowded around
Tom Strickland with their congratulaHo went instead to where he
tion».
bud seen old Hafe Doggett almost fur-

tively Joiu Lottie-May, sitting apart

within the railed incloeure after having
Alike upon the
his testimony.
faces of the old man and his granddaughter there rested an expression of

giveu

pathetic dread.
"YVhut air they a-goin' to do to mj
girl. Colonel Todhunter?" asked old
'Taln't all hei
Doggett plteously.

fault

that

she done what she done,

keepin' her mouth ehet about Chicka

Jesse uud then rnunin' away with
him
She wanted to tell all she knowed. but she was a-skeered for her life.

saw

I ain't excusiu
Colouei Todhunter.
her none for her own budness. God
knows, but the law ain't got no call tu
punish her along o' Chickasaw Jesse's

sin !"
"The law ain't goln' to punish her.
Hafe." replied Colonel Todhunter. "I'vi
already made sure Just how IxjttleMay stands. She'd ha' been an accomplice o' Chickasaw Jesse's for not comln' hero at first and teilln' what she
knew if the truth wasn't plain uow
that she didn't tell because Chickasaw
Jesse threatened to kill lier if she did
And her wantin' to testify In Tom
Strickland's behalf and doln' It like
she did proves that she was Innocent

Just the minute she

was a

free agent

laid all these facts before the
court. Hafe The law ain't goln' to pun
ish Lottie-May."
Old Uafe Doggett bowed bis whllo
head as if in prayer.
"Thank the Lord Cod Almighty!" h«
spoke at last. "And me uud LottieMaj won't trouble Nineveh's folks
I'm a-golu' away futn
after this day.
1 couldn't
here. Colouei Todhuuter.
I've

my life. And
live here
Lottie-Hay's a-goin' with me—goiu'
somewhere away fuiu here where her
mother's shame and hers won't be in
no

more to suve

ever'body's mouth like

uow

In Nine-

veh."
"You «-an go any time you waut to.
Itafe." said Colonel Todhuuter. "Tb

ain't uo charge against Lottie-May ou
the docket o' this court You can go
"
liow If you feel like It
The old mau uud the young girl

did

sue seem

the Hugur of this little

Missouri community—a Hugur now go
fug Into uttermost exile.
At the door she turned and looked
Her eyes
buck Into tbe courtroom.
rested ιΐ|·οη Tom Strickland's face.
Mary Todbunter stood at Tom's side.

A treat Joy shone in her eyes. Tom'·
glance lingered wltn u deep fondnes»
upon this girl whom he loved so dearly
With a little cry of polgnnnt heartbreak Lottie May Doggett threw one
her grandfather's age
across
urm
stooped shoulders, seeming to draw
him and herself beyond ι lie seeing of
that which had so moved lier to uncontrollable anguish.
The uext moment the door had closed
from
upon the two, sbuttlug them out
Nineveh's vision.

CHAPTER XV.
Colonel Todhunter Confront· Defeat.

a lull lu the excited jubilation that followed Tom
Strickland's ucqulttal. and having first congratulated Tom
himself, Mrs. Todhunter turned to
Colouel Strickland, who stood with her
husband a few feet away, Colouel Tod-

DURING

hunter haviug

by this

time

joined the

group.
"I feel sure you know how rejoiced 1
am that Tom has been acquitted," she
said, her frank eyes testifying to the
truth. "1 bave alwuys loved bim aa if
be was my owu son. But 1 bad to do
what 1 did after thut dreadful ulght of
the party at tbe hotel. The accusation
made against him by that girl, LottieMay Doggett. left me no alternative
but to forbid him seeing Mary unless
he could clear himself of the sin with
which the girl herself charged him."
"I kuow Just bow you felt, Mrs. Todhunter." replied Colonel Strickland. "It

Naturally, It
was a terrible situation.
hurt us all that Tom waa made to apfact
pear guilty, but there was the cold
that Lottie-May Doggett publicly declared him guilty, and it seemed incredible that she would do thia If be
And I know now that
was innocent
you are sincerely glad because tho
truth baa come out You don't bave to
tell me anything about it, ma'am."
At this moment Mary herself, a great
happiness shining in her face, although
her eyes were wet with tears, joined:
the group. Colonel Strickland turned to

roe meseuKf

grenadier. stood at the often door. His jaws
were set hard as he confronted the triumphant foe. Suddenly a mocking
as a

eigucu uj

was

voice sounded.
"We're sorry for poor old Bill Strickland." it cried, "but he never ought to

lia'tucked up against Steve Yancey!"
Colonel Todhunter's fighting blood
fcapwi in his veins. "Who are you
that's so sorry for Bill Strickland?" he

Colonel Strickland laughed ax glee
fully a» a boy when Colonel Todhuutei
glanced up at bitn from the reading of

usked. There was an ill omen in his
level tone.
No reply came. But Colonel <Todhun-

nel Todhunter back into the Blade office. and Jeff Harris passed on with the

acquittal may bring about a reaction ol Colonel Todhunter.
The others laughed.
public sentiment in your favor if twc
"What are you
hoorayln*
days is time enough for the news tc

sink in and create the natural effect
They'll all know of it The St Louii
and Kansas City papers are full of tbt
excltln' story of his sudden acquittal,
and every other newspaper in the state
will have η lot about it That's where
it may prove a boomerang for the Yancey gang. They worked up public interest in the case, tblnkin' it would

rulu you body and soul."

Colonel Strickland shook his head.
"It's too late. Thurs." he replied. "I
reckon I'll have to stay beat But 1
ain't worrying about that 1 want tc
bear now that my campaign fund bae
been raised, so as to put you out ot

danger of any loss."
The light of battle

was In Colonel
Todhuuter's eyes.
"I'm thlnkin' about your gettin' that
there nomluntion. Bill Strickland.1" he
exclaimed. "Not about the money.
)iow that we got 'em beat in Tom's
case, I'd like to whip 'em straight down

tlie line, suh."

laughed, but shook his
"They've got too big a bulge on
us. Everything's fixed now to steal the
St. Louis and Kansas City vote for old
Steve Yancey, and that'll settle It The
Judges and clerks of election are all
Yancey crooks, api>oluted before Bob
I'eyton. the Yancey chairman of the
The
head.

other

board of election commissioners In St.
Louis. took sick and died and Randolph

Carter was named to till the vacancy,
and the St. Louis and Kansas City vote
Is what's going to beat me."
Todhunter snorted IndigColonel
nantly. "A fight ain't over till one side
or the other's licked, suh.·" he
announced. "And 1 ain't licked till I holler "Nuff." suh! Tb' ain't time now to
do no more on the stump, but I'm a-

goln* to send out a mighty big batch o'
telegrams to our best workers all over

the state and see If we can't make
things count the way they ought to
rount When I quit figbtiu' you'll either

the worst whipped man you ever
in all your born days—or you'll be
the Democratic nominee for governor
of Mizzoorab, Bill Strickland!"
saw

Colonel Strickland's weary eyes were
contemplating tbe speaker with a
whimsical envy in tbelr expression.
"l-gud, Thurs." he said. "1 uever
I'd begrudge another man his

thought

pluck, but I'm doing that with you
now, uiy friend. I'm too tired to tight

That's the
any longer, old fellow.
The campaign's over as
truth ot it
far as I'm concerned. 1 dou't want to
hear anything more but the tinal résulte. and I'm going to write my
friends lu St. Louis uot to bother sending nie anything but that The truth
Is. Thurs. this trouble of Toms bus

taken something out of my spirit that
don't seem to come back."
"It'll come back. Bill," said Colonel
Todhunter stoutly. "And you've beeu
standing the gaff like a gumecock. sub
You've done all a man in your jtositiou
could ha" done, ami your friends will
be
do whatever ttghtlu' remains to
You just take It easy, suh."
done
Tom Strickland entered the room.
We looked pale and worn, but happy,
aud there wae a steadier mnnliness in
his face.

"Mother's asking for you ar\jl Colonel
"She
Todhunter. father." he said.
wants me to tell you that this isu t any

time to be talking politics."
"Ain't
Colonel Todhunter laughed
that Just like a woman. Bill?" he asked.
"And Mrs. Strickland, for all she
knows, on the very edge of becomin
tbe first lady of Mlzoorah, suh! I'll be
Well. suh. I reckon the

hamjigged!

good Lord who made 'em understands
I
'em, but it's a blamed sight more'n
do. Not even Mrs. Todhunter, suh I"
He chuckled. Then he added. "Least
of all Mrs. Todhunter, suh!"
*·»*··*

Dick Cantrill, editor of the Nineveh
Blade, Colonel Strickland's home orfor a bulgan, enterprisingly arranged
letin service of election returns on the

Colone'
night of the primary vote, and
Todhunter aud the Hon. William J.
Strickland were among the first to arrive at the Blade office that evening.

Dick himself, with Lycurgus Qulvey
bulas his assistant, was to handle the
arletins, the |>oet schoolmaster's most
duous assignment being that of keepaction
ing the Blade' "devil" In swift
between the newspaper plant and the

telegraph
was a

office across the street. There
considerable gathering of

quite

Nineveh's voters
come, and

might

to the result was
"What do you

to hear what news
much s|>eculatlon as
belug voiced.
think about It now,

drawled

Thurs?"
amused.

Colmel,

"You old firebrand, youP the candidate sputtered, shaking with laughter.
"What the blue blazes and Sam Hill do
you want to let a thing like that rutile
you up for? I thought you had more

"Trying to keep your courage

up?"

"No. suh: not by a blamed sight." reJbrted Colonel Todhunter. "First news,

bad news, that's what I'm hoorayln
about.
It's always meant good luck,
and it meaus good luck now as sure as
Bhootin'."

A ripple of reassured Inugbter greeted this sally.
"Here we are again!" announced Dick
"
'Jackson. Yancey's home
Cantrill.
county, gives him 5.000 votes, according to early returns, with less than a

sense."

"I've got sense enough, Bill,"
"But all my
Colonel Todhunter.
I've been ready to clinch with
man that tiled to mock me or
•friend, thinklu' be was down and
and I'll Just be shot, full o' holes

"

snid
life

Todhunter, gulping Just once after
having read the proclamation of vicBut
tory, did not join in the cheering
when Lycurgus Qulvey came to him
with outstretched hands, he took them
in a close grip of his own, bis dauntless old eyes showing just a hint of

tiny
my
out.
If 1

dampness.

"Colonel Todhunter," spoke Lycur
de
gus, "I'm going to write a poem
scribing this great triumph after seeming defeat-It's the finest thing I ever

Yancey's managers are
charging Randolph Carter, the newly
ried that city.

don't Increase it"
"
Vernon
Buchanan and
'Greene,
"
"
read Dick Cantrill, 'go for
counties.'
Yancey; also Andrew, Cass, Cole, Da-

chairman of the board of
election commissioners, with unlawfully using bis authority In Strickland's
Last night Carter removed
behalf.
many judges and clerks of electiou.
claiming to have proof that they had
been appointed to insure Yancey's vie
tory by fraud and appointed others in
The chief of police Is
their

appointed

viss, Dunklin. Henry. Johnson, Living-

Bton. IMatte. Sullivan and Wright'"
"Shucks!" scoffed Colonel Todhunter.
"They've been conceded all along. The
Aggers—the Uggers is what we'd like
new

read aloud that sentence of the tele

gram authoritatively announcing Colo
nel Strickland's nomination
Dick Cantrill's loyal voice led the
mighty cheer with which this an
Sim Birdnouncement was greeted.
song's was second only to his. Colonel

ain't still ready."
voice interrupted
Cant rill's
Dick
"Here's another bulletin," he cried.
Then he read: "'Returns from St
Louis Just beginning to come in. It is
now claimed that Strickland has car-

hundred for his opponents.'
"That Isn't so bad." commented Colo·
nel Strickland, "If the later returns

to get."
Cantrill waved a

the tricks o' that machine gang

ligbtln' bet 1er'η we do. and he ain't
agoln' to let "em prevail over us!"
Saying which. Colonel Todhunter

Yancey parade.

about
Strickland,

in all my life!"
"Bully for you. Lycurgus!" replied
Colonel Todhunter. "And I bet it'll
be a rip snortln' good poem, too—that

saw

one

eufal"

supporting him by giving the new ap

lantly.
"
"
'Strickland's heavy lead.' he read.
""Is in Jasper, Callaway, IMke. Marlon.

Berry, Burton, Bates, Butler. Camden,
Clark, Franklin. Lewis. Lincoln, Macon. Moniteau. Phelps. Pulaski. Polk,
Ripley. St. Francis, Ste. Genevieve. Saline. Shelby. Stoddnrt. Wayne and

are
or

usually
leaviug port.

the

Tin· Thames lias been the
much controversy. Its name
variously stated as Tameses.
Tamises Cat tin» Juncture of

Reliable return on vote will be
Police have made numerous ar

and Tame,

late.
"
rests."
Colonel

"We're done for."
"We ain't beard from St. Louis yet.
Bill," suggested Colonel Todhunter.
"We don't ueed to wait for St Lou"If
is." replied Colonel Strickland.

they've counted up a 12.000 plurality
ngalnst uie in Kansas City they'll play
the game Ό the limit in St. I.ouls too
They're only holdlug St Louis back to
If necessary they'll
see what's needed.
plug me with a 10.000 plurality there.

I'm probably beaten by 18,000 the way
things look now."
Again l>lck Cantrlll's voice sounded,
•"it is now estimated that Yancey will
Ills mancarry the state by 10,000.
agers claim that he is nominated as the
"

returns now stand.'
Far down the street arose the sgund
of music and cheering.
Soou the strains of "There'll Be a
Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight"
were

mm

·ι···<·

that feel· like hooraying for
now has got my full permission."

Strickland

5!Γ£Γ«-ώ« pom»,
»'»«■
""VSunter". Oolouel
jubilant bnnrt
Mrt
!
:

«t

•itin word Tamesis into two words,
.'nme esls or Tame isis. suggested per
in
nps by the existence of the Tame
'.uckinghnmshlro. The S:i\ons called
t the Thames, ancient maps and documents designating it Thuinesls Fiui is.—From "In Thamesland."

on
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about
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l«nd*.
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,ôh!

made

f.

l;lu^l'ran.Mg'h

I1#,,,n,cdof

Ox-

and the Buckinghamshire
tiores). Thus at Oxford It Is still of
ten called the Isis until It revolves the
:!i iliow river Tame Just below Dor
-hester, from which point it is c:ille<l
Historians trace this error
liâmes.
» an
early attempted division of the

"Anybody

A Pioneer Tourist.
Thomas IVnnant was the great pio
He dis
neer of the tribe of tourists.
r.tvered Scotland. Ireland and the Isle
of Man. taking with him a tame Welsh
artist of genius to illustrate his trav"I have had the hardihood." he
els.

1 «a. a-caatln' mï

rrL^r-r;;;«^ïï

1771. "to venture on « Jour
the remotest part of north
Britain." So alluring was the account
of his exploration that the country
has ever since been inundated with
southern visitors. Of Ireland he was
wrote In

ΚΓο.1οοο,

— »»

^"e

ney

«-££

T—

up u ™™,nR
vious boys. L
ness to the V .in
went prnncin b.

tbttt sort of foolish
^

,.nIie

Walt fot

Primrose For Memory.
The primrose of old was credited
with a medicinal as well as a su|»er·
Even now lu some
stitlous value.
a decoction of primrose

hk^^TEs:.?£

l^rrirr^r^'nrVcr^ai
,

fri.a

trill read

country purts

from St. l*j

returns

supposed to restore a falling
memory, and In 1·»54. when Ctilpeper
the
wrote his "London Dispensary."
an almost
primrose was regarded as
universal panacea, curing "convulsions,
falling sickness, palsies, etc.." and
strengthening "the brain, senses and
And even the
memory exceedingly.'"
did not disdain to eut It. for
leaves is

bullel\° 8"^0ί"!'st'rkklaa"

^ΓιιΓ™»'ρ^;«;£% Ζ

hsss^srSiTi
Lrr.:;£-::
Qulvey Rtusped

'«!·.

a

b™let

to

able to make only an Imperfect report,
because of the "conviviality" of the
people, and of the Isle of Man his Impressions have perished. Pennant corresponded with Linnaeus and met Voltaire, whom lie found to be a "master
of English uaths."—London Standard.

crowd that just
^ aDVtblns ol

y

Lb^.Dao.»r«^

plainly distinguishable, brought
and nearer by a large inarching

Bill?" asked Cqlonel Todhunter as the
It was the Nineveh bugle and dmm
candidate
appeared on the scene.
corps, beadlug the Stephen Iv. Yancey
her with a smile.
"Just the same as I've been saying campaign club, starting out on a tri"I delivered that message of your* to
here lately," replied Coloumphal parade to celebrate the victory
Tom. Miss Mary." he said. "The mea- right along
"ΓΗ ko Into
nel Strickland quietly.
the
in
waa
of the Hon. Stephen K. Yancey over
be
when
me
gave
sage you
Kansas City and St. Louts consider- the Hon. William J. Strickland for the
Jail. I just wish you could have seen
St.
I'd
carry
ahead of Yancey, and
Democratic nomination for governor of
bow proud and happy It made him! He ably
Louis on an houest count Kansas City, Missouri.
needed It mighty bad that day."
Steve Yancey's home, will roll up
Colonel Bill Strickland smiled grimly.
Mary blushed rose red. "Please don't being
a big majority for him, even if they've
"Look pleasant Thurston," he said
remind Tom of my message. Colonel
to give the penltentlury a close "Put on your sweetest expression.
Strickland!" she cried in a pretty con- got
Still, I'd stand a They'll be marching by here in a minIn doing It
fuslou. "I'll be ashamed to look him In shave
if the St Louis crooks ute."
chance
fighting
the face again If you do!"
have a free hand-but they've
"I'll Just be eternally condemned if 1
"I don't see why you should be." didn't
and that's whut's going to cook dor* retorted Colonel Todhunter. "1
laughed Colonel Strickland. "It juat got It
can take my medicine Just as gracesimply proved to Tom at a mighty wel- my goose."
"Well, then, givin* 'em St. Louis and fully as the next man when 1 know it'·
come time that the young lady beloved
l»oth. what do you figure comin' to me. but I'll be Jlmswlggled If
so dearly loved him In return, so you Kansas City
state'll have to be It's comln' to me yet. The cards has all
ought to be proud of it instead of your plurality in the
to overcome that?"
asbamed."
got to be laid down on tbo table before
"I reckon they won't dare to count I let any man take the pot suh!"
And at this Juncture Oolonel TodIn
for Yancey
Colonel Strickland shook his bead,
hunter intervened. "Don't you let thai more'n 10.000 plurality
would be too plain a show•mlling.
Mary Todbunter fool you. Bill 8trlck· 8t Louis—It
work If they did-aud
The next moment the vanguard of
land." be chuckled. "She's as proud ot ing of crooked
basis I'd need something like
that there love sick message to hei on that
the approaching column carne In sight
am
Where
state.
the
in
sweetheart at such a romantic moment 25,000 plurality
In another Instant the Nineveh bugle
it?"
as if It was all lu a sentimental story 1 going to get
and drum corps and the Stephen K.
dubious.
Colonel Todhunter looked
and she was tbe heroine of the story
Yancey campaign club, followed by a
saddlln' a mighty big frowd of
Aud when she and Tom hare gone and "That certainly Is
cheering Yaneeyites. were
to offset the
got married—well, between you and contract on MlMOorab,
twinging proudly past the Blade office.
I'll
But
Louis.
Just
In
St
count
me and the gatepost Γ11 bet poor Ton crooked
"Hooray for Yancey!" the paraders
h· doubla wblneawad If we won't fleht
never bears the last of it"

μιιοη·μ>

fordshire

nearer

body.

of
has been
Tamese.
the I sis

cause

Dorchester». Tamisa.

near

r.'iinesn. ί uainisiii.

But even he had to Join In the laugh
that followed.
"
'Partial returns from thirty-six rural
"
"
read Dick Cantrlll.
'give
counties.'
"
Yancey plurality of 4.000.'
Then the bulletins began to come In

The Blade's editor
swift succession.
read them breathlessly.
Suddenly his voice, sounding a note
of apprehension, rang out:
"'Kansas City gives Yancey a plu"
rality of 12.0ÎW
the aunouncefollowed
silence
Dead
inent
Colonel Bill Strickland laid down the
pencil with which he had been figuring
"That settles It gentlemen." he said.

|)lanet

that time Hat and smooth as to surface
The
ind peculiar as to vegetation
L'outfnents were Just beginning to rise
iibove the ocean and the land had not
yet became dry. Mountain ranges had
Dot arlseu from the swamps, ind the
atmosphere was thiol; with fog In this
Ktate of affairs there sprouted and
flourished the plants which were later
to furnish the world with its coal sup

ply.

These plants grew as big as our largest trees, taking deep root In the moand flourishing like the lush
rass
grasses In moist meadow land and developed Into the strange shapes now
found In tropic vegetation. The forest
looked, the scientists assure us. like
dense growths of weeds, rushes and

Some of them grew
ferns
In the shape of cacti, having spines all
This kind of vegetation
over them
was very rich In carbon, which It derived from the warm, moist atmosphere Then the millions of years rollenormous

ed b.v. the forests of giant weeds were
buried by deposits of earthy material
and the chemical change took place
which slowly changed them Into coal.
This process ceased with the carboniferous age. so that when the present
coal is dug out of the ground
there will he no mole. Kxchanve

supply of

PACKING GOLD LEAF.

It Is "Handled,'' So to Speak, by the Aid
of a Puff of Ει eath.
The geld reaches the "l»entcrs" lirst
It must he
In wide bars or utiggets
weighed, melted and made into Inch
wide ribbons before the "beating'' be-

gins. The ribbon is then cut into inch
squares and beaten with a hammer
wielded
by a stalwart workman.
When each leaf has been beaten thin
It is transferred to a mold, where It is
beaten again for a period of four hours.

1'he beating is accomplished by means
of η wooden hammer weighing from
seven to eighteen pounds on a sbeephkln cushion resting on a granite block.
The gold beaten is usually 22 or 23
rarats tine. A little alloy of copper or
silver Is added to make It spread. It
would be Impossible for the beaters to

handle perfectly pure gold.
Gold leaf Is packed more by the aid
of the breath than that of the hands.
The operation of transferring a sheet
i>f almost transparent gold leaf from
•»ue place to another Is of such delicait
cy that it is |*ossible to accomplish
only by a slight puff of the breath.

healthy
primrose jMistv
Lancashire

|at

was

once

a

delicacy.—Family

popular

Doctor

Harvard Thon a College of Children.
In 1085. when elected president of
Harvard, the Rev. Increase Mather refused to resign the pastorate of the
North church In Roston for the sake of
children." Therefore he
or

editor

"forty

the air with an unrestrained jell ο

fifty

Used to ride back and forth from Boston to Cambridge, charging to the colhis
lege the cost of shoeing and baiting
horse and mending his saddle. Many
nf these students were but twelve or

GSyïtssnJfJss

thirteen years old

total

plurality

S£

estimate indl·
that Strickland will be nominated

of at least

Youthful Independence.
have
"Father." s;ild tile fair girl. "I
arranged a very Important Interview
for you this evening. Harold is going

^

from"1 rc(wemti"e

call ou you."
•To make a formal request for your
hand. I suppose*"
"Not at all. He wants to look you
do for a
over and see how you would
father-in-law." -Washington Star.

by over 5,000 plurality.
Colonel Strickland laid downhls pe
dl and leaned back in hie chair.
Wrw
he said-That's reliable,
eot 'em beat. boys. Anybody that

Se hooraylwç
got my full

I

permission.

lo

°°Γ"Κ«,

Its perie

At this moment the Uttle

Condensed.

•'printer'»

ι

"f-XSk God!" be muttered.

I anything el»c Ί" a" Ujli

"I want

hsKssgSra
I

per from ^Colouel

w«r

|

[ri

LStrlcklana_e

d!

nw*

"Here Is an article on "How to Live
"
Hundred Years.'
whole
subject cau be
"Yes. and the
rondeused into two words."
"What are they?"
Cleveland I'laln
die.'"
"•Don't
Dealer.

"Cheerfulness can become a habit.
habit
and It Is wonderful how s gond
burd
of this kind will help us over

place··"

are for the most part
whom, after beating, the gold

packers

The

Klrls,

to

leaf is handed.
The girls lift the uushaped leaf from
the mold with a pair of wooden pincers. flatten it out on a sheepskin cushion by gently blowing on It cut it Into
a perfect square, replace It between
the leaves of the book and flatten It
A "hook" conout with tbe breath.
sists of twenty Hve leaves, und a skilled girl operator ran pack seventy
hooks in a (lay.-Harper's Weekly.

LAYING A GHOST.

'y Isis (where it flows between the

Strickland looked worried
"Todhunter." he said, "the St. Louis
gang's getting In Its work for Yancej

polls, anyway."

from

Many Names of the Thames.

iu Kansas City!"
Louis."· read Editor Cautrlll
disturbances reported ut the

"The police can't reach crooked work
done by Judges and clerks of election."
pointed out Colonel Strickland.
"Well." replied Colonel Todhunter.
"they can prevent Intimidation at the

prevented

OUAL.

Condition» on Our Planet While the
PVoce»· Developed.
What uiuy be wild to be the «trail
our earth
Kent period tli roil till which
lias passed Is the one that was responsible for the formation of coal. The
Is described as haviug been Ht

movements Is concerned.

vote

ue?"

By this precaution

are

newspapers

disclosing prematurely the movements
which may be of the greatest Imporare
tance. and the spies of the enemy
abiltheir
as
far
so
useless
rendered
such
ity to discover the secret of

"

all right"
But Colonel Todhunter disdained this
view. "1 ain't so almighty sure Who
knows but what that's a good sign for

commander of a ship
confidential messen

u
a

of

counties by 18.307.'
"Now we're gettin" down to it." si»oke
Colonel Strickland grimly. "Let's seethirty-three counties- um-hum-and St
Joe—say. Thurs. according to these ligures they're countln"
up an all tired

polls.

delivered to

squadron by

who knows nothing of their con
tents. Sometimes they are in cipher,
the
but they are always sealed with
official seal of the nuvy department,
unand the package cannot be opened
is
til the time marked on It. which
several hours after the hour

—but by how much? That's tin ques
tlon."
"
"
read Dick Can'Later returns.'
trill. "'show Yancey leading In Kansas
City. St. Joseph and in thirty-three

M4St

THE END.

ger

"

Webster.'
"Yeow-wow!" yelled Sim BIrdsong.
"We've got 'em on the run!"
"Figgers Is still what's needed. Sim."
said Colonel Todhunter. "We've know·
ed them was our counties all the time

"'Many

of the
center,

8ealed Order·.
The custom of having warships sal!
under sealed orders arose fromtbedesire of maritime powers to prevent the
the
plans from becoming known to
such
American
navy
the
In
enemy.
orders come from the presideut and

Audralu and Laclede counties. The following counties also go for Strickland:

heavy Yancey

you wrote ut the openin'
bit the target plumb

campaign

places.

bulletin jubi-

FORMATION 01-

uviuiuv·

Leslie. It reud:
Due to enthusiasm caused by Tom'· acquittal and the public's realisation of cowardly flght made on you through him. α
popular movement to raise fund covering
total deficit In Strickland campaign fund
woe begun today and successfully completed at our headquarters tonight. Every
dollar needed has been subscribed and
puld. Reliable election returns now all In
show that you are nominated by nearly
K.OOO plurality. Congratulations.

protest, frantically
the telegram.
er's arm and fairly dragged Mrs. Tod right"
ter identified the speaker by following
"That settles It. Thure!" be cried
"AH
hunter out of rauge, yet not with entln
Colonel Todhunter chuckled.
the glances of his fellows in the line.
"And by the i^ord Harry. Ι'ω gladder
α
"I'm
turned
for
the
latter
he
success,
laugh- the same,"
agoin'
commented,
"Oh. It's you. Is it. Jeff Harris?" he
to know you're safe on the money end
lug face back to Colonel Strickland at to use my bricks right down to the last Bald "Yon. that didn't know at first
of this tight than to know I've Iteen
she was thus convoyed away.
one buiidin' a bouse that suits me, not
whether you was for Colonel Strickland nominated
It's given me more than
"Never you mind, Colonel Strick- oue that suits the other fellow. 'Hope
or old Steve Yancey. Couldn't make up
one sleepless night of worrying. I can
land." she made fleeing answer. "I'id on. hope ever.' that's my motto, and
your mind till yon saw which way it tell you!"
going to work hard for Tom. I ought the devil take the hindmost."
was most profitable for you to jump.
"It hasn't made me lose a wink κ
out
1
will."
called
to do It, and
"Here you are, folks,"
Todbuntei
Jeff, your man ain't nominated aleep,"
Colonel
Well,
replied
beThat same eveulng Colonel Todhun Dick Cantrill. "The bulletins are
yet. And in the meanwhile I wouldn't calmly. "I know I ain't as religious a
ter went to confer with the Hon. Wll ginning to come in
like notbin' better, you white livered man as I ought to be. Bill Strickland
"
liam J. Strickland at his home concern
'Incomplete returns from fifty coun- skunk, tban to wipe up the ground
but I got an al4dln' faith In the C»o«m!
Joe.
St
and
Kansas
letter's
City
campaign prospecte ties. including
ing the
with you"—
Marster up above, all the same. 1 ain't
18.248.
Strickland
The outlook was not encouraging.
plve Yancey 38.750.
"
But at this critical moment Colonel
never doubted he'd see me safe through
Todhunter. Judson 17.41H and Sanford 10,385.'
said
Colonel
"Bill,"
Bill Strickland, laughing, pulled Colo- on that there proposition, ile knows
"there's Just one chance for us. Tom'i
"Hooray for our side!" exclaimed
we're

see

Colonel Todbuuter accompanied t liera,
Kt-reeuiug both, us fur us lay In his
power. from the curious staring of tbe
multitude
Lottie-May s|>oke uo word during
their progress. lier fnce was still tense
with the shadow of thut dread but late
ly lifted from her soul. More thnu ever

Colouel Turf tin h ter. stiff

em

A Simple Solution to the Mystery of a
"Haunted" House.
The mystery of a "haunted" house
in u recent number of
was

explained

It was a large, handsome
Science.
structure in Huston's Muck Kay district
The trouble centered In the third and
fourth stories. where the slumbers of
servants and children were disturbed

by strange sensations.

It was a common occurrence for them
awake in (he night with a feeling of
oppression, "as If some one were tap·
Sounds also were
upon me."
to

ping

heard, as if some one were walking
about or overhead. Once a child rush
ed screaming iuto the nurses room,
crying that a man was waking him up
and asking why she let him trlghten
In the morning the children
him so
were pale und sluggish, even cold wa
ter lacking Its usual power to enliven
them

Investigation

at

length

revealed

comparatively simple, mechanistic

u
so

lilt Ion in tile escape of a large amount
Often the sulphur In
of furnace gas
it was so strong as to make the eyes
water and to hurt tlie throat, while
the sensations of oppression were typiThe noises
cal of carlMtn monoxide
may have been actual sounds coming
from an adjoining house, although any
noises at all would probably lie exaggerated in the minds of persons awakened In the night while suffering from

|K)lsonous gas.

The Mother-in-law In Franc·.
It Is enough to chill one's passion for
newspapers to read the mother-in-law
A
as they are sad. sad Jokes.

<]tilps.
mother-in-law is not funny ufterward;
In
she Is only funny beforehand.
France, where they do so many things
neatly, this is understood. Listen!
Young Haoul bad gone down on his
knees to madame, the Widow Lemolne,

and begged leave to murry himself
with her daughter.
"But no!" said the widow tirmly. "ll
Is

Impossible!"

Desolated, itnoui burst Into tears.
"Don't take It so hard, mon gosse!"
"The petite Yvonne Is exsaid she.
aro
quisite. she Is ravishing, yet thero
A little
many others In the France.
of patience!"
"But madame! my dear madame!"
"It Is you that I rehowled Haoul.
gret!"—New York Tribune.

Buried In Installment·.
A

well

known

local

character

of

Mont, lost a leg In a
switchiuK yard on the railroad. Tbe
railroad boys raised α little purse for
the victim, who was rather down on
Townsend.

his luck In other ways aside from the
accident. After paying his board and
and
hospital bills be went down
bought α coffin and u lot in the cemeburied
tery, and had bis amputated leg

in good style.
"Now," he suid, "when I cash In
all they will have to do will be to dig
In with the
ap the coffin and put me
Evening Post

leg!"—Saturday

Resurrection·.
is full ol resurrection·.
Every night that folds us up In dark·
The

world

Is α death, and those of you that
have been out early and have seen the
first of the dawn will know It Tbe
day rlsee out of the nlgbt like a being
that has burst its tomb and escaped
ness

into life.—George Macdonaid.

Pretty CloM.

parsimonious?"
"Well," was the guarded reply, "yon
"Is he

might say that he carries his money in
purse that shuts a good deal easier
than it open·."
a

EST A BL1SUKD ISM.

The Oxford Democrat.
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&
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FORBES,

I'roprietort.
A. E. FoKBKS.

Geo kg κ M. Atwiwd.

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

South Paris, Maine,

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Tt.KMi —II JO a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise IJ.»*) a year. Single copies 4 cunts.

Flr»t K&ptinChurch, Rev. G. W. F. HUl.pulor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:46 a. m.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 :*·.
Prayer Meeting Thureday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 ·Λ).
All
the let Sunday of the month at 2 JO P. M.
not otherwise connected are oordlallv Invitee..

Mine Grace Virtue of Newtonville,
Marts., is a guest at O. A. Maxim'·.
Miss Winifred Willie of Lewiaton is a
guest at S. E. Newell'».
Mis* Gertrude True returned to Parie
Hill Friday after a visit to relative» in

Advkktisemkxts-.au leual advertisements
for φΐ Λ0
are (riven three -onsecutlve Insertions
con
Auburn.
per Inch lu length of column. Special
Mr. Edward C. Robinson, of Brooktracts ma>le with local, transient ami yearly
advertisers.
line, Mass was with bis family at tbe
bouse Saturday and Sunday.
,'ub Pkixtin*» —Sew type, fast presses, electric- Carter
an 1 low prices
Mise Mary C. Ware, of Auburndalp,
power, experience·! workmen
combine to make this department of our busi- Mass., is spending ber annual vacation at
ness complete and popular.
Mrs. J. C. Cummings'.
Loreo B. Merrill made a business trip
to Boston last week.
KIXULK COPIES·
I
Mrs. Fred W. Shaw is visiting her parSln«le copies of The Πεμοοκλτ are four cents I
for
each Th.-y will i-e mailed on reeelptof price by ents, Mr. aud Mrs. Cyrus Thurlow,
tin: publishers or for the convenience of patrons two or three week*.
on
bee
placed
single «·.· ,i. ■» of e»ch 1-sue have
Mrs. Rogers and Miss Rogers arrived
sale at the following places In the County :
at "Crossroads" from Wells River, VerHoward's Drug store.
South Paris,
ShurtkdTs I>rug Store.
mont, last week.
Noyes Drug Store.
Norway,
Owing to a misprint in the notices of
^tone's Drui{ Store.
the aunual meeting of the Paris Hill
Alfred Col·, Postmaster.
HucktleM,
Mrs Harlow, Post Otllcc.
Cuuntrv Club tbe date as given reads
I'.irls Hill.
.Samuel T.# White.
West Paris,
"Wednesday, Aug. 2." It should read
Saturday, August 2, Instead. The annual meeting will therefore be held at
Coming Events.
the Club House next Saturday afternoon
Following the annual
at four o'clock.
Auk. «—oxford County Patriotic Association,
meeting a tea will be served by Mrs.
Central Park, South Paris.
fair Lvon and Mrs. Snow, to which members
Auk· 7—state Grange Ueld day, county
Kr<>und«.
and their friends are invited.
East
Meeting,
Grove
Caiup
Auk- 7-17—Empire
At Academy Hall laet Friday evening
Poland.
Water Mr. Edward Π. Frye, monologuist, of
Aug. 1.'—Oxford Pomona Grange, South
fori.
Auburndale, Mass., entertained a large
Sept. 1 «—Maine State Fair. l.ewlston,
of that
con- audience with his presentation
Sept. ·>—Special state election, to vote on
stitutional amendments.
popular play "The Man from Home."
Kalr.
exwide
of
11—Oxford
County
Mr Frye is a versatile reader
Sept. 'J, lo,
Sept. le. 17, IS—Androscoggin Valley Fair, 1
perience and his interpretation of the
Canton.
of this play
Sept. 30—»>ct. 1, 2—West Oxford Kalr, Fryeburg- widely differing characters
held "the attention of the audience in a
SKW Al)V KKTISEM KNTS.
manner that was very complimentary to
his ability. Mr. Frye was generous in
Green Tag Sale.
his response to the enthusiastic applause
L. Merchant Λ Co.
given him and responded with a number
Heard In South Paris.
of exceedingly witty character sketches
For Sale
Blueberries.
Whltteiuore's Shoe Polish.
Prob ité Notices.

Blueberry Opening.

Get an Easier Freezer.
A Clean Γρ Sale of Summer
The Norway National Bank.
Ρ iris Trust Company.
H. Β roster.
Bankruptcy Notice.

Clothing.

Mere and There.
The postmaster general, having au
nonneed certain reductions in parcel
post rates for the first an·! second zones,
and an increase to twenty pounds in the
weight limit of parcels, to become "ffective Aug lôth, is «umiuoned before congress to explain by what authority he
does these things. Congress is getting
tender-toed. For years the post office
department has been practically legislat
ing by its so-called "regulations" regarding the matter of second-class mail, and
its
has never noticed that
congress
province was being infringed until the
parcel post service was to be enlarged
aud cheapened.
The noted Mulhall retracts bis state
ment as regards one of the congressmen
This is hardly sufficient to justify the
comment, "Falsus in uno, faleus in
omnibus," but it does show that he is

careless in bis statements.

Milk train ball at Grange Hall Wedpart· of thl·
Tuesday,
Mualo bj
80.
town and Ita surrounding· attended the nesday evening, July
jircu·. Although much amaller than Whitman'· Orcheatra, Ave pieces.
There will be no servloei at the Uni·
the majority of circuses it waa muoh enversaliat church for four consecutive
joyed.
his vaWednesday was an ideal day for a pic- Sundays, as the pastor is having
nic, and the three hundred who attend- cation.
Mrs. D. H. Fi field is recovering from
ed the picnic at Prof. Chapman'· certainand wishly had a day of rare enjoyment and her severe surgical operation,
es to thank the Rebekahs and frienda for
many from all

pleasure.

Elmer Young was in Boston and arrived home Wednesday evening ill, aud is
itill in a critical condition.
died
Mrs. Hamlin of Berlin, N.
Friday at the home of her sister*, Mrs.
Gr. P. Beau and Miss Cross. Mrs. Hamlin has been in failing health for some
time, but came to Bethel hoping to find
the change beneficial. She has left one
daughter and two sons, who have the
sympathy of their many friends.
Hon. Wellington H. Eastman of East
Sumner was In Bethel Friday and called
»
upon relatives.
Mrs. Metcalf and daughter have returned to their home in Farmington.
Professor Hanscom, who is spending
hie summer with his family at the farm
In Mechanic Falls, wan in Bethel Friday.
Edward Capen was taken suddenly ill
Wednesday, and submitted to a surgical

The large assembly room at the Baptist church has been greatly improved in
appearance by an extensive job of decorating completed last week by Harry
Cochrane, of M mmouth, who has had
much experience in this line of work.
New carpets are to be added and the
wood work re painted. While this work
is in progress services are held in the

chapel.

quarters.

That explanation given by the dealers
to how the Pennsylvania state tax of
two and a half cents a ton on coal at the
mines increases the retail price ten cents
is perfectly clear.
Well, we're glad it's
We expected at least twentyno worse
hve cents increase.
as

Gorharu,

Charles M. Newbegin of Lewiston, in
speaking of his father, the late Ueorge
Newbegin, recently stated the fact that
he had the remarkable experience of living during the life of every President of
the United States from Washington, who
had not died when be was born, to and
Mood ay.
including Cleveland's administration.

brances of flowers, delicacies, books and
many kindnesses to cheer and brighten
tbe wear; hours.
Charles H. Curtis baa been very ill for
several days, bet is reported better at
thin writing.
Mrs. George F. Cummlngs of Boston,
who has been with her brother, D. H.
Fifield, and family, for the past two
weeka, returned home Friday.
Misses Eva Tucker, M*rioa Curtis and
Laura and Alice Barden are at Ferry
Beach. They will wait on tables at tbe
Quillen during the Universalist meet-

ings.

soning.

aome

a

A

M re. Eliot Gardner of Portland ia a
guest at Hotel Long for two weeka.
Rev. and Mr·. F. M. Lamb have been
In Turner for a few da.va.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Mare'on and Mr.
ind Mra. Ike Smith have gone for a two j
weeks' vacation to Sanford, the White
Mountains, Lake Winnepesaukee and
(Veils Beach.
|
Mra. Eunice Prince came here from
Portland Wedneaday and will remain for
the summer.
Miss Helen Morton, who has beeo
rislting Miss Sadie Spauldlng. returned
to her home in Portland Saturday.
Mies
with
Helen Murcb has been
Christina Ring in Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Record have gone
to Vinalhaven to be with their daughter,
Mrs. Helen Haskell.
Mrs. Nellie DeCoster is with relatives
In Dlxfleid.
Mr. aod Mrs. R. Crockett and Dr. and
Mrs. Marston were in Lewiston and Au·
burn, calling on friends, and shopping
Monday, and report a fine time.
C H. Tuttle and R. Crockett were In
South Paris Friday.

Albany,
Mrs. W S. Sloan and four ohildren art
with his brother, F. G. Sloan. Thej
came from Norway.
Phil Bockler hurt his head while raking bay with the horse rake so they took
him to Dr. Coolidge, and be had to take
a number of stitches in it.
Glyndon A. Sawin of North Waterford
is with his uncle, S. G. Bean.

crowd, especially ohildren,
Quite
went to the circua to see the animals,
nice horses, and lots of pretty ponies,
a

and both well trained.
Fine hay day all day Tnesday, and the
hay makers improved it. A lot went into the barns.

way

Mr. Robinson's
ability as a public speaker is unquesLet all old soldiers and friande
tioned.
It is hoped that
of the veterans attend.
good patriotic music will also add to the
pleaeure of the occasion. Remember the
date, Aug. 3.
Z. R. Doten of Sonth Lewieton was almost instantly killed Sunday forenoon,
the20:b, by a fall from bis hayrack,
injuring his head and breaking his
He wan unloading bay in his
neck.
barn with a horse fork and was preparing to lift the last forkful of
a
he
made
when
misstep
hay,
and fell, striking on bis head on the
barn floor. A physician arrived 20 minutes later, but life was extinct. Mr.
Doten was one of the best known farmHe was promiers of South Lewiston.
nent in Lewieton grange, had served in
the Lewiston common council and was
recoguized as a good business man and
He had hosts of
progressive farmer.
friends. Funeral services were held at
the residence, South Lewieton, on Tuesday afternoon, conducted by Rev. Dr.
Salley of Lewiston and fine music was
rendered by the JEolian quartette. The
large attendance and profuse floral display showed the high esteem in which
the deceased was held. Ho left a widow,
a ion and a daughter and two grandsons
to mourn with the public generally bis
sudden departure. The greater part of
his life was spent in Hartford, but for
the last twenty-tbree year· be had lived
in Lewieton. Age 03 years.
be preecnt then,

as

$22 and $20

Gove,

in this

Hebron.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cox of Paris Hill
were at Professor Moody's Sunday.
H. C. Day of Auburn and Prof. Moody
are at Lake Permacbenee for two days
fishing this week.
Professor and Mrs. Joy are at home
from their vacation.
P/ofessor and Mrs. Atwood are at the
Home.
! Misa Luoy Teague of Buckfield la visiting her young friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Richardson have
gone to Lynn, Mass., to visit Mrs. Richardson's brother, H. M. Cushman.
Mason.
Mr. and Mra. Cyrus Mills visited tbeir
son, Elden C. Mills, and wife, last San-

day.

D. W. Cashing bought some email
G. L. Thurston last week.
Bennie Tyler is at home from Woodfords at this writing.
A. J. Hutchinson ia haying ia Bethel.
Rufas Morrill and wife, Cbas. Roea
and wife and children visited at Ε. H.
Morrill's last Sunday.
They came in
Mr. Roea' auto.
Mrs. T. Ε. Westleigh ia visiting ber
aunt, Mrs. A. J. Hutchinson.
Big and little all went to the cirons Ht
Bethel Tuesday.
Everybody reported
a fine time.
M. M. Mason of Gilead was in town

pigs of

recently.

Wilson's Mills.

are

$15 Suits

The

$16.

are

Blue Serge Norfolk Suits
Brown Worsted Suitings.

The $12 Suits

$14.

are

$12.
as

well

as

$10.

FOSTER
Norway, Maine.

One Price Clothier

M»ra
Copyright H»rt Sch*fc«r &

fancy grays in
Extra good values.

stripes and checks.

ipent

Γ. Heath.
Rev. C. G.

Miller will preach six or
Universalis!
in
the
jhurch at 10:45 A. m., beginning July 27.

Sundays

more

This Strong National Bank Established More Than Forty Years Ago is

Maine News Notée.
of the stock
company at Keith's Thoatre In Portland,
bas played in ove- 2500 performances in
that city.
During the past year a young orchard
Waldo county for $3,000.
was sold in
The crop of two years ago from the orchard sold for $1,500.

Sidney Toler, leading man

escape

iruni

uruwuiug

·ι

The carload of liquor recently seized
by Sheriff O'Connell of Penobscot
County at Hampden station was claimed
by Charlea II. Milan, and was ordered

delivered to bim by the Bangor Municipal Court. Thi· was on the gruuud
that the warrant on which the liquor
was seized alleged that it waa at Hampden station, when as a matter of fact it
had not then arrived at the station,
therefore the seizure was illegal. There
was about 025 gallons of the whiskey.

After a full bearing and lengthy consideration of the matter, the governor
and council decided to remove from
office Manning S. Campbell, who has
been for twenty-three years steward and
treasurer of the Maine insane hospital.
In doingtthis they practically exonerate
Mr. Campbell of the charges against
him, declaring that he has been an efficient official, but say that the Interests
of the hospital require a change in the
management. In short, this means that
the institution is bigger and more to be

of Our Store

And that
of
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for yon.

This
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not

is reduced

price
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remain much

longer
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various
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need

just

day.

every

the warm-weather sort you

and will need for considerable time to come,

now

glad to get it at
height of its

you will be

it is still at the
the

often

open for these Clearance

days and keep your eyes
offerings which creep out almost
these

you

departments

remains the

quality

accustomed to have.

the

money-savings

rare
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And remember—

usefulness.

good grades you've been
price, and only the price is

same

The

reduced.

MAINE.

A PARTIAL LIST OF MECHANDISE INCLUDSALE PRICES:

LADIES'

COATS, DRESSES OF ALL KINDS, WASH DRESS
SKIRTS, SILK AND LINGERIE WAISTS, KIMONOS, DRESSING SACQUES, KNIT AND MUSLIN

UNDERWEAR, CHILDREN'S COATS, DRESSES

AND ROMPERS.

THE COTTON WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT
represents its share of

peculiar ideas and some
Many people
hesitancy about buying on credit. There is nc
have

reason for this.

The rich

man can

open

weekly

or

good bargains.

Many satisfied customeis have availed of this opportunity. Reasons sufficient when you see the goods and get
prices. They will talk to you more effectively than cold
type.

an ac

count in any store and make payments whei
convenient. Anybody can open an accounl
here and likewise pay in convenient amounts

fttf"Our store will be closed Friday afternoons

during July and August.

monthly.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Visit Our Big 5c Furniture Sale,

MAINE

NORWAY,

Began Friday, July 18
A Souvenir for you at the Atherton Store during sale

KODAKS!

We Invite You to

OPEN AN ACCOUNT HERE

Free Concert Each Saturday Evening
At the

From 7:30 to 10.

ATHERTON STORE

Pleasant reminders of your vacation
places you visit.

R. O. PORTER,

A CAMERA and Film
these

BOWKER BLOCK,

STRAYED.

Cbaa. H. Howard Co.

cao* be
Will tboae having a can or
Creamery or r<
Co.
Oxford
to
longing
to thi
Portland Creamery pleaae report
diatriot or to tbi
oream collector In their
at once. W<
Creamery at South Parla
amount of orean
are handling a heavy
and are in need of every oan belonginf
art
to oa. Cana loaned for any purpoae
returned.
ex pec tod to be promptly
2933

T. M.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

G. H.

PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.
Wagons,
Dump Carts,
Farm

,

Horse

and

DAVIS, Manager.

Shoeing
Jobbing.

G. H.

KIDNEY PUIS
FOLEY
Wucutn usaiii ue*luoui

PENLEY,

South Paris, Maine.

I

by taking

l'a-

Film Pack will enable you to uke

Films and Film Packs for every kind.

We also have Papers, Developers, Developing Tanks and everything needed to finish off your pictures. Agency for the Eastman
Kodak

Company.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

t

The
SOUTH

FANCY GOODS
MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

or

pictures.

store

MAINE

PARIS,

Gripper

Ground

WORMS.

be had

We have KODAKS, BROWNIES and PREMO CAMERAS
in sizes from 2 1-4 χ 3 1-4 to 3 1-4 χ 5 ι·3 $t .00 to $20.00 each.

Manager

SUMMER MILLINERY

can

ttires of the

NORWAY

Yon can change fretful, ill-tempered
children into healthy, happy youngsters,
by ridding them of worms. Tossing,
rolling, grinding of teeth, crying ont
while asleep, accompanied with intense
thirst, pains in the stomach and bowels,
feverlshness and bad breath, are sympKick a poo
toms that Indicate worma.
Worm Killer, a pleaaant candy lozenge,
expels the worms, regulates the bowels,
restores your children to health and
happiness. Mrs. J. A. Brlsbln, of Elgin,
III., says: MI have used Kiokapoo Worm
Killer for years, and entirely rid my
children of worms. I would not be without it." Guaranteed. All drnggiats, or
by mail. Price 25c. Kickapoo Indian
St.
Medicine Co., Philadelphia and
FOR CUTS, BURNS AND ERUISES.
In every home there ahonld be a box
of Bucklen'a Arnica Salve, ready to apply in every case of burna, cuts, wound·
J. H. Polanoo, Delvalle, Tex.,
or soalds.
R. No. 2, writes: "Buokien'a Arnica
Salve anved my little girl's cut foot. No
one believed It oonla be onred." The
world's best aalve. Only 25c. Reoommended by the Chaa. H. Howard Co.

singled

ED AT CLEARANCE

when an automobile plunged through
the jailing of Dead River bridge, Wayne
Pond station. Their great uncle, John

McCarthy, Sr., and bis chauffeur, Qeorge
Borkett of Lewiaton, narrowly escaped
drowning. Burkett, demonstrating the
maohine, drove on to the bridge at an
angle. The wheels oaught on heavy
planks nailed at the sides of the bridge,
and the car, with cover raiaed, went into
t"he river, which waa deep enough to
completely anbmerge it. Mr. McCarthy,
with two rlba fractured, rescued Burkett,
who could not swim, and then oollapsed.

is

It will pay you to visit

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
NORWAY,

Time

shelves.

business
any longer ignore the need of doing your banking
with the Oldest and Strongest National Bank in Oxford
County ?

OF

goods

effectively

payable anywhere, at prices
from one cent to fifteen cents cheaper than Post Office and
Express Money Orders, and draw checks on all the principal towns and cities of the world in the currency of the
country on which drawn. We telegraph money to any part
of the world, and issue Travelers' Cheques which are selfidentifying and can be readily cashed anywhere.
Money Orders

In view of these advantages and conveniences

Bargain

it is

means

store does not tolerate half way measures and when anv lot

municipal, county, railroad,
We issue

Many Departments

in

or

If you have money to invest this bank has at all times
water and public service
bonds for sale at prices to net a good rate of interest.

safe

Theresa and Lucille McCarthy of
Livermore Falls, girls of two and three
night
years, were drowned Tuesday

Louis.

This is Clearance Time 1

uompmu

when a fence on the bank of
Lincoln Street, on
a cross oaoal on
which the children were swinging, gave
away and fell into the canal, carrying
with it the children and a pile of lumber
which was stacked against the fence.
Peter Laverdlere and Joseph Fenette
dove into the water and rescued the
children at considerable risk to themselves.

RID YOUR CHILDREN OF

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

in your pocket ; you can always make the exact
when paying bil's by check ; the check serves as a
receipt and saves paying bills the second time ; there is no
as the Bank
expense to you in carrying on an account,
furnishes free of charge everything necessary. These are
only a few of many reasons why you should open a
checking acount with this Strong National Bank.
home

'phone and Mail Orders.

Attention Given to

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

Depositary for

change

Grange and has served in the oommon
council. He leaves a widow and two

Thursday,

Safe

If you do not have a checking account we suggest that
you open one with this Bank and enjoy the conveniences
which one possesses. Your money is safer here than at

six men and six horses which he is said
to have with which to harvest the cr>p.

row

Prompt

Your Money, and
a Convenient Place to Transact Any
Banking Business.

a

That man who ia reported to bave
bought 1,000 acres of grass In a Piscataquis County town need· more than the

Mrs. Eliza Wilson and daughter Edith
guests of Mrs. Wilson's sister, Mrs.
John Olson.
Ira Pennock and bis wife and slater
have been guests at Horace Bennett's
the past week.
Mr. Stevens of Lancaster and Mrs. Lila
Chaae were at W. H. Hart's on a visit.
The rear of Robarge's drive went bj
here the 17th.
John McGuire and Neal McGlnley are
Heavy, Impure blood make· a muddy, pimply
Indigestion.
complexion, headache·, nausea, and
repairing the old boase and building an Thin
blood make· yon weak, pale
sickly.
addition to the boase on the Bean plaoe For pan blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Blood Bitters. #1.00 at alfstores.
now owned by E. S. Bennett.
are

now

B.

H.

at

place.

Suits,

The $18 Suits

wife of Horace ed. The machinery
to one
their home the the stock will then be transferred
factories operated by
20tb. Funeral the 23rd at the house, of the six other
Rice & Hutchings—probably to MarlRev. H. H. Hoyt officiating.
Already the exodus of
Willard Garry is reported a· quite sick. boro, Maes.
It means the
Mrs. Charles Vancor has returned to operatives has begun.
unies*
town and will occupy the late Elder moving away of nearly 200 person·
prompt measures can be taken to secure
Witham house.
vacant
factory.
The hay crop is reported as very light a new Industry for the
The business men are moving promptly
in this section.
Blueberries are few and far between in the matter.
Mrs. Matilda

Blue and Tan Norfolks,

Gray Worsted Suits in plain colors and
fancy patterns, brown Mixtures, gray
Norfolks, etc.

West Sumner.
All roads lead to the berry pastures
these days.
Mrs. Linnle Tuell of Waverly, Mass.,
Is upending her vacation with her sister,
Mrs. James A. Tuell.
Mies Madge Tuell of Walpole, Mans,
a few days with her aunt, M re. H.

considered than any one man.
At Warren the announcement Is made
that the shoe factory will be closed perDenmark.
the material from
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Pendexter vis- manently as soon as
the cutters' rooms has been manufacturited Por'land Wednesday.
and remainder of

Gove, died of paralysis

present

at

good things.

Get yonr share of the

season.

Gray Worsted Suite in many patterns,
made by Hart Schafiner & Marx, all sizes

Main street sidewalk.
Elwin R. Perham and wife have rechildren.
turned to Somerville, Mass.
Bangor Commercial: The salmon seaVerne McAlister and family of Portson closed on Tuesday of thia week, with
land are visiting Mrs. Ε. H. Cole.
but few catches made in the latter part
East Sumner.
of the season. It waa better than the
to one Bangor
Winfield Scott Robinson, a veteran sol- average year according
but it was not as good as last
dier, who served in Co. E, 5th Maine fisherman,
In 1912 about 157 salmon were
Regiment, at the Battle of Gettysburg year.
taken at the Bangor pool, and this year
fifty years ago, and who attended the re about
114 were secured, which is slightly
cent reunion, will give a free address on
above the average.
at
tbe
church,
Congregational
Gettysburg
East Sumner, on Sunday at 10:30 Α. Μ
A number of children had a very narto

eood thing for every man who likes fine clothes and who is
wiiiine to get them at a good money saving. We clear our

etoe^ each

Although the state "bug authorities"
Augustus S. Dunham ie visiting hie
daughter, Mrs. Loemore Currier of Bry- do not concede that the Robinson insect
trap is a valuable invention, a man from
ter K'orence is a teacher in Massachu- ant Pond.
Mrs. Almeda Richardson and daughter the experiment station at Orono has been
setts. J. B. Packard was a student at
of them as they
Gould Academy and a teacher in town. of Dickvale arc visiting Mrs. Richardson's observing the operation
have been used in Lewiston.
He parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Churchill.
Ile is him»elf a fine public speaker.
says he is "busy almost all the time
After being held up for some time, the
Bryant's Pond.
when I am not asleep." His son Winof Oscar R. Wish as postappointment
of
of
master
train
The family
Hooper
field has been principal of the grammar
master of Portland was made on Wedat
weeks
few
a
Montreal
are
spending
His
school in Princeton for six years.
nesday. Mr. Wish is the principal owner
children are educated and of a good Camp Dewey.
of the Eastern Argus, and has always
house
has
sold
her
Mrs.
Betsy
Blodgett
Our great-grandfather, Daniel
stock.
been active in support of the Democratic
Packard, was a Revolutionary soldier, and lot here to Amos S. Bryant. Mrs. party.
Blodgett will move her household goods
and his wife a nurse in the army.
James W. Libby,
living at South
Mrs. Ht psibah Ma on of New Harnp into the upper tenement of Mrs. Cynthia
Goriiam, was killed by being struck by
shire is visiting relatives here and in the Cole's house.
Rev. Ε. H. Stover and family were the engine of an extra freight train from
vicinity.
M
Portland Wednesday while driving his
John Carter and wife are at the Carter guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Α.
Chase. Mr. Stover occupied the pulpit team across the railroad crossing at Oak
Mansion on a vacation.
Hill, Scarboro. The wagon was reduced
The Oxford Democrat comes as an old at the Baptist church.
Frank M. Whitman of Haverhill joined to kindling, but the horse, though thrown
fiiend, as it was iu our childhood home
his family last week at Pine Point Cot- with some force against a telegraph pole,
at South Pari? long ago.
was not seriously injured.
Barber:—"Your hair is getting very tage.
J. B. Farrar ie making extensive rethin on top, sir."
While unloading hay with a horse fork
Customer:—What's that to do with pairs on the England cottage. Mr. Eog- at his home in South Lewiston, Z. R.
in
Kansas.
is
land
still
you? I didn't make any remarks about
Doten, one of the leading farmers of the
A petition is being circulated here
your beastly red noFe, did I?"
section, fell from the rack and broke his
Mrs. Mary Jordan of Locke's Mills is asking for an automobile road from neck.
He expired without regaining
Locke's Mills, through this village and
visiting relatives here.
consciousness. He was 53 years old, a
Paris.
directly over Young Hill to West
prominent member of the Lewiston
on the new
Work is well under

II., Sunday.

A par'y of eleven from Berlin, Ν. H.,
are at Camp Echo.
Miss Cobleigh of Bristol, Conn., is
spending her vacation at Outside Inn.
Several from here attended the circus
at Bethel Tuesday.
Mr. Uavid Poster has been quite siok
with neuralgia in his side.
Roger Sloan entertained Masters Young
and Hutchins of Bethel at Outside Inn
last week.
Lola Foster and Abbie Trask enjoyed
an auto ride to Bethel last Wednesday.
"Uncle" Isaac Noyes is visiting bis
daughter, Mrs. W. W. Coolidge.
Mrs. George Cummings and Mrs. Lis·
zie Meader of Bryant Pood were in town

thoughtfully sent

Clearance Sale of Spring and
Summer Clothes

Colga'·- College

Miss M niau Harlow of Dixfield is the
Miss Gertrude
of her cousin,
If Archdeac η Stuck, who reached the guest
Brooks.
summit of Mount McKinley, is able to
Clayton K. Brooks of Boston was with
prevail upon the national board of bis family at their summer home here
geographic names, tbe name of the Sunday.
mountaiu will be changed to "Denali,"
A book club has been formed by the
We5t Bethel.
which is au Indian word meaning "the
boys of the village. Any contributions "In all places then, and lu all sentions,
for
little
late
the
one.1'
Λ
suggreat
of money, books or magaziues will be Klowers expand their light and soul-like wings
gestion, even if it is granted to he a
received if left with the li- Teaching us, by the mo»t persuasive reasons
How akin they are to human things."
good one. But if the change is made, gratefullyMiss Anesta
Eastman, or with
brarian,
—Longfellow.
at least let us first be educated as to the
Gerald
Curtis,
secretary.
correct pronunciation of the uame.
"
'Tls a commonplace life, we say, and wc sigh
Ureenwood.
Hut why should we sigh as we say?
Tbe number of birthday cards received The commonplace sun In the commonplace sky
Why should any Democratic paper
Make-*
up lue ci mmounlace day.
was
on
tax
bananas'.'
weeks
ago
by Mrs. L. Dunham two
object to the proposed
The moon ami the stars η re commonplace things
Isn't i« strictly a revenue tax?
10, and would have been more had it Anil the 11 .wer that blo 'ins anil the blr<t thai
been more generally known. They made
sing*,
Hut ilark were the worM ami sad our lot.
a very pretty sprinkling, if not a shower,
lv
It the tlowers ehouM fall ami the sun shine notkUiiiucaiM.i ι·ν iUÛ
she takes tbi- way to thauk all who Al 1 Go '. who i-tudles each seuarate soul.
and
innovation on the uubroken custom of
thus lemembereit tier.
Out of commonplace Uvea makes a beauttru
centuries. In the trial of civil cases in
whole."
Strawberries Lave become a back numthat etatt·, afier the jury has been out
while raspberries and blueberries
ber,
showers Thursday.
Light
twelve hours, a verdict may be returned
have come ou to the table, and blackSome eigne of rain seldom fall.
by five-sixths of the jurors, or ten men berries will in due time; also new potaBlaeberries are ripening.
It will at least be
on a panel of twelve
toes in the market and Helling for 33
ot
The bay crop in quite heavy
interesting to see how the feature works. cents
per peck.
meadows, and of better quality tbar
In fact, judges now a'niost always inis
with
ox
gras*
nothing
Cutting
power
usual.
struct the jury that it is brst fur the new under the
sun, and one neighbor is
A social dance was held in Grang<
interests of all parties that they a^ree,
bis in that way. He mowed eight Hall Wednesday evening.
cutting
and many verdicts are d mbtless returnthat way recently, and then
acres in
Many from this village attended tlit
ed which are contrary to the judgment chartered a man to horse rake it, which
Dowuie <& Wheeler circus Tuesday.
of oome of the jurors, because they be- be did in about three hours.
an
Quite
No improvement is seen in the condi
lieve it is better to tind a verdict than to
improvement over the former method of tion of our suffering friend, M. Mylei
report a disagreement.
mowing and raking by man power.
O'Reilly.
Our Sunday company consisted of our
Ε. H. Briggs has sold all his standing
If all the black and silver gray foxes nephew, Charles A. Dunham, and Raw- grass on upland and meadow to S. J
have actually been captured that have son Martin, accompanied by his wife and Walker.
beeu reported in this section of the five of his six children, his daughter, ElAlbiou P. Mason is slowly recovering
country during the past year or two, vira, being one of them, who has nearly from his long illness, and is doing some
and the numerous fox farms in Prince recovered from her recent treatment for hoeing in his gardens.
Edward Island and elsewhere are like- appendicitis.
II. P. Dennison, manager of the Ox
the
weather maker ford Postcard Co., has a number of girli
I,as' Mouday
wise doing as flourishing a business as
the
if
be
remarkable
in
for
The
will
seemed
to
it
is alleged,
day and a man printer employed in mailing
variety.
go
fabulous price of that fur doesn't coma opened fair as Eden, and at 10 o'clock a advertising circulars and Ailing mai
down like a stick from the increase of shower passed over, giving everything orders.
That soou
out doors a good welting up.
Mrs. John B. Murphy died very sud
production in the next few year».
passed by, but at 2 P. M another came, denly Monday morning, July 21st. Sh< 1
by thunder, lightning and seemed as well as usual through tb<
Do you suppose the claimant of that accompanied
hail, the whole making quite a little night, and at 5 o'clock told her hu<banr
t'C'ô gallons of booze seized at Hampden,
but not in a teapot. In due to get up and kindle a fire in the stovt
which was returned to him, wanted it all tempest,
time that also ended, and it was thought so she could do their weekly washing ol
for his personal use?
the last one had passed, so tbey started clothes
early in the day. Fifteen min
for Bryant Pond; but before driving half utes later, before a physician could be
and
it
was
a
mile
rain
dowu
sure
a
the
to
be
compound
Though
again
poured
sent for, she was "sleeping the dream
sentence, a local writer oo one of the they were glad to drive into a neighbor's less sleep.'1 She leaves a husband, a mar
ι ortland papers comes uear establishing barn for shelter.
But that also passed ried
daughter, and several brothers anc
125 words be- away, ending in the segment of a rain sisters.
a record for length, with
tween full stops.
bow, ami ended in time for the folks to
get around by daylight, but it was a day
East Bethel.
of sunshine aod showers.
Tuesday was
Alder River Grange Hall is being re
Now they say that the Uuerta regime a tirst class
hay day, the sun passing over
instead of repaired.
in Mexico is nearing its end, but that
iu a cloudless sky, and some one re- painted
Miss Ethel Blake of Maiden, Mass., it
doesn't give us much light as to who
marked that it was the tirst one of the
λ
will be on top after the next revolution
guest at Ζ W. Bartlett's aud witl
kind during the month; nor has there
other relatives.
Who knows whether the Huerta adherbeen another like it since.
Mrs. Susan Bean is having her home
ents were of the original Ins, or of the
Edward Ε Moure ami wife moved from
and repaired.
Oate?
Ohio to the home of her people in Green- repainted
Miss Eva Bean has roturned from Berwood last spring, h* at the same time
Ν. II., where she was the guest ol
New York city has half a million tele- «tittering from a cancer in his stomach. lin,
Judge Geo. P. Rich and family.
phones, requiring one and a half million He continued to decline as the disease
Dr. J. J. McGreevy of Lowell, Mass.,
Wouldn't that astonish advanced until Tuesday, the 22d, when
miles of wire.
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Η. E. Bart
Old rather Knickerbocker'.'
death came to bis relief. Fuueral Thurslett.
day at Sylvester Cole's, conducted by
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Bean, Mr. and
Alfred Andrews, divine services by Mrs.
Mrs. Chester Bean and their father,
According to Harper's Weekly, a little Ο. Ρ
Chiistian Scientist, NorBrooks,
Edmund Bean of Dorchester, Mass.,
cemetery in New England ι* set a new
Burial at Greenwood Center
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
fashion in having a likeness of the de- way.
Edward Ε Moore w.is born in Lincoln
in
a
in
(he
headstone
uiche
ceased «et
C. Bean.
">9 years ago; his father »u Wm. Moore.
This "u*w'
An auto party from Canton, including
under a protecting cover
moved to Brownville when the son
fashion' was more or less in vogue forty They
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. RÎch, Mrs. Bertha
was two years old.
After reaching manyears ago, as the writer of this para hood he lived in several
Kingsley and children, and Mr. Paul,
localities, and chauffeur,
were recent guests of Mr. and
graph can give personal testimony.
vaingenious
performed
beipg naturally
Mrs. J. L. Holt.
He
rious kinds of mechanical work.
Of the suggested possibilities in things leaves a widow, also one brother living
Hiram.
political, Theodore Roosevelt us the Re- in Oak field.
On July 17th, Fred W. Spring of Westpublican candidate for president will
North Buckfield.
brook came to attend the burial of bit
match well with Eugeno X. Fo« as the
Mrs. M S. Cressey speot the day at mother, Mrs. Sabrina H. Spring, widow
Republican candidate for governor of
of the late Lieut. Wm. G. Spring. The
Dr. He aid* s recently.
Massachusetts.
Κ Ε. Warren hauled in all his hay on interment was in the Spring Cemetery
Her age waa 86 years, 11 months. She
his auto.
In Chicago the uew street cars are to
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bessey were in was a daughter of the late Hon. David
be made with stjp* three inches nearer
H. Cole; her early life was passed in
Kuuiford last week.
the ground. The wonder is why it has
She and ber husband
Emerson Tucker has been helping B. South Hiram.
taken so many years to make a beginmanaged the Mt. Cutler House at Hiram
S Record with his haying.
If the
ning on this sensible change.
and
removed
to Fryeburg.
some
years,
Edgar Uall, the optician, was through
hobble skirt is in any degree responsible
She leaves a son and a daughter to mourn
the place recently.
for hastening the reform, it may be credShe died
Mrs. Mary Irish of Auburn is visiting the loss of a devoted mother.
ited with one redeeming feature.
July 11th at Westbrook.
at George Holmes'.
Edward K. Hanson, a veteran of the
Mr. Clapp's new house is nearly ready
Tenth Maine Regiment, ia in poor health.
Some have made the interesting dis- for occupancy.
Reuben S. Moultoo is seriously ill with
There will be a dance at Grange Hall
covery that the law which has just gone
Bright's disease. His daughter, Mrs.
Into eflec: restricting the sale of cocaine July 30
Miss Maud Bates of Rochester, Ν. II., Annie W. Wood of Barre, Mass., visited
and other drugs to physicians' prescriptions has made a great boom in t-ho use has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. P. E. him last week.
The portable mill of Hallett & Cheslej
and sale of ?hose drugs.
Although the Ileald.
at East Hiram, that was burnt recently,
purp se of the law is to regulate and not
ia being rebuilt.
Locke's Mills.
to prevent the sale of the specified drugs,
Lemuel Cotton is recovering from an
the law has too much re+eaiblance
Mrs. Abbie Trask visited relatives in
illness.
prohibition to be acceptable in some
X.

to'

Bockfleld.

Mlu Mollie Cole returned
Sunday
'rom a week In Portland with relatives.
bla
moved
baa
Jordan
Pearl
recently
[anally here from Portland and will live
Mr. Jordan
jo bla father's place here.
baa been employed aa a plumber In
·
Portland (or three year·.
An auto party from here bad a picnic
topper at Norway Lake Sunday.
Ν. E. Morrill, A. T. Cole and G. W.
niton took ao auto trip to Aodover ;

large post card showers so
to her, also the other Tuesday, and incidentally caught
friends who have helped by remem- jood trout.
the two

Mrs. Clara R'dlon, Mrs. Dora Jackson
and Master Donald Penley are spending
ajfew days with the family of Clarence
Jackson at Milton Plantation.
Dperation.
Mrs. W. E. Bosserman of Betbel was
Miss Edith Marsden was taken to the
her sister, Mrs. D. H.
Central Maine General Hospital at Lew- the recent guest of
Iston Sunday and was operated upon for Fifield.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Emerton and Mrs.
appendicitis, which proved to be a very Emerton
of Auburn have been recent
severe case, but her friends are pleased
The Emerat the visitors at L. H. Penley's.
to hear encouraging reports
ton and Penley families enjoyed a depresent time.
Mountains in
John V. Holt and family returned to lightful trip to the White
their home in Andover, Mass., Saturday, Mr. Emertoo's touring car.
Rev. and Mrs. Owigbt A. Ball are at
Thursday evening a concert will be
Beach, where they are as usual in
Ladies'
of
the
Ferry
under
the
auspices
;iven
Club. Mrs. York of Augusta, assisted charge during the Universalist meetings.
Mr*. L. C. Bates is at Little Concord
by her daughter Helen, will be beard in
and
«οίο and duets. Mrs. Marble of Gor- Pond with her son, Vernal Bates,
bam, Ν. H., will read, Mr. Bingbam will family.
Several men from this village went to
jive a violin solo, and Mrs. Paul ThursA great treat is in Norway Saturday to take the examinaton will be pianist.
tion for mail carrier on route No. 3.
(tore for those who attend.
The Ladies' Universalist Circle will This vacancy wan caused by the resignation of C. R. Briggs.
bold their annual fair July 30th.
Mildred and Beatrice Davis and Myrtle
INTERVALE.
MIDDLE
Robinson took an automobile ride to
People from all parts of the town at- Milton Plantation Thursday. Mildred
tended Downie & Wheeler's show June and Beatrice Davis remaioed to visit rel
£2d, which was as advertised, an amuee- atives.
Mr and Mrs. S. K. Estes of Norway
raent enterprise.
Mrs. Rena Foster and daughter Mar- were in town Thursday to attend a meetof the Eastern Star.
garet are at their summer home for a ing
Wirt S. McKennev and Madge L.
vacation.
who have been guests of relatives
Haying has commenced here, but a lot Tuell,
Boston
of grass standing yet, and the late rains and friends here, returned to
Saturday.
improve it.
Mrs. Frank L. Willis has been quite
Crops look well.
A letter from our brother, J. B. Pack- poorly for the past few days.
Rev. L. W. Raymond has been spendard of Monmouth, says Uoy, his son,
ing a vacation at Ocean Park.
won the first prize at the junior exhibiMrs. L. F. Willis is gaining after a
tion, which was $75 Ile is bead editor
and
of the Y. M. C. A. at long and critical illness from blood poi-

that were fully appreciated.
The subscription card party at the
Club House on Saturday afternoon proved an unqualified success and netted a
good sum of money to be used in need
ed improvements. Following the games
tables were set on the terrace south of
the Club House where light refreshments
were served.
president
Tbe Paris Uill Fire Department made
Colby, was one of the three chosen,
a permanent organization last week by who
went to New York ard defeated
tbe election of the following:
Hi·» daui:liin debate.

Chief Engineer—Α. A. Jenkins.
Hret Assistant—Ε. K. Curtis.
Second Asrtl-tant—R. L. Cummluge.
No/.*lt'inen—\. W. Andrews, I.eun Maxim, A.
M l>ani?ls, Francis Slattery, Chae. B. Andrews,
K. L. Cummtngs.
Hydrant Men—Fred W. Shaw, Edgar HutchIns.
H.mo Men -Henry Shaw, Walter Harding,
Beit). ^trout, F. S. Mi out
I.adder Men—S C. Utlck, Fred Harding, Kdgar Hutchlus, H. 1'. Hammond, Joe Valley, L.
I", Merrill
Chemical Men—S. A. Cummin?·, Bert Cole,
Joe Valley, Ε. B. Curtis, P. F. Ripley, Ralph
Cole

Wut Pari·.

Bethel.

Boots

For Men and Women.
If you have flat feet, broken arches, bunions,
ailments caused by wearing ill fitting shoes,

be fitted with

a

pair of Qround Grippers

lief and comfort

They

are

other

here and

and you will find

re-

We have sold many pairs of these boots in

the last two years and

idly.

come

or

our

durable

as

sale
well

on
as

them is increasing rap-

comfortable.

The Price is $5.00.

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block,
Telephone 38-a.

Norway, Maine.

The Oxford Democrat.
July

S oh Paris, Maine,

Mrs. Sutherland (
Cambridge, Mue.,
ia a peit at L. J. Lrackett'·.
M lu Maud Cutler of Portland waa a
guest of Mrs H. A. Hilton.

receot

29, igi3

Some

last week, for a
novelty, and mme thai were not to good.
Mies Beaeie Campbell ia
spendinga two
weeks' vacation with friend· in Portland.

SOUTH PARIS.

H. M.

«orra pahi· ρο·τ omc··
4 «.«τ* p.m.
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low ti

1

socth

lkat*

r*A s»
f

Mass.,

and

guests

family

at

of Cambridge,
Arthur E. Clark's.

Misa Lois Hollis of North Paria haa rebeen the gueet of Miaa Marion
Bveretr.

paui
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cently

1913,

IWi'.onlm June

good bay days

CHUKCHI·.

Mr*. Gladys Hammond and daughter
of Livermore Fi'ls are the guetta of relatives here.
Mrs. J. P. Richardson and Dori* Culbert are visiting in Fairfield and Waterville for a week or so.

C. W. Bowker and family with frienda

a
days' automobile trip
I
**tîona: Church. K«jt. a. 1. Mo through the White Mountains.
Preaching aerv'.ce, 10:45 * a.. I
Mr·. Carrie A. Brings and granduugh
: *5 a. M ; Y. P. S. C. Ε β 00
Church
'.□g «ervtce Τ IX) p. m.
ter, Mis» M iud Briggs, are in town for a
Wednesday evening at Τ A) p. M. j few week* from
St. Johnsbury, V'.
rwtae connected, are cordially In
are

on

two

Altuu C. Wheeler and family went Sat,.r
rnlntf prayerraeetln* 10ΌΟ α. μ.
urday to their camp at Shagg Pond,
Sablatb Schoo. ; where
10 tt a.
they will speud their vacation.
6 00 p.
!■ ·■* >rtn LeagM Meeting
Wednesday evening 7 JO; ciaa*
;
Eugene Lowell and Guy Stevens went
KrMay vontogT A
Davis, Pastor with Ralph Andrews by automobile to
( urvb. Kev, K. A
reaching service 1 *5 a m.; Sab. Portland Thursday, to visit the Coast
Y. P. S C. Ε-, S 15 p. M., Artillery
: m
Corpa on its tour of duty at
tin; ·<»' p it.; Wednesday evening
AU are Fort Williams.
Seau free.
J>
a. Be* Τ Ν Ûewlev, Pastor

i

»

1,

"ûj
--

-,

mot
,·

it*P

ervlce Τ

1
Roy J. Bird of
■ι
lurch, Kev Cheater Gore M tiler,
rreachinK terrlce every âiadir at here fur a stay of
P.
C*.
C.
m.
Y.
12
at
School
κ
Sunday
Mr. aud

*

4ΓΑΓΚ1> MkKTMOS.
v

M

Louge, So. ί4.

—Part

Uecular

Tcnln.* onor l^fore fui'. Λοοη.
Mount *tca Lodge reru'.ar ®eeiAurora
each week
mlaymalk of
ent." rat and hlr Monday .ventnes
ι'.»v

..

Κ

—

—

x

—Moun P'.e ·».»η Ketetas I.odge, No.
fourtû r'rtdays or ea, b
second an
Kid KeH'W-' Hal'..
—W. K. Kimball Post. So. Its. mee·»
eac.9
oi
third Saturday evealn*
A. R. Hall.
Kimball Ctrc'.e, l.a lie· of the ii Λ
rat and third Saturday events*· of
tn uraad Army Hal
-hua L. Cham'>er.A'.n Camp -necta
night after the ful. of the

m

.'ι

Tucday

-l'art- Gracie, n e » Cr»t and tbîr!
::-jnih, în i angella.'
-^econ t aad fourta Mon lay· of
'lony Brock Lo-tge. So. ISI,
and foanh Wednesday ev«ntn<a
of ea<h Œ0«ï^· :n
Lodge. So. 31, -neeu every
; l'ytùlan HaL.
h
—

Λί

Iwl.

>wett

-e

sj

M

\
„· ie·*

visitiQg

io Port-

visited relatives

e

at

list)· last week.
Haydeo of Haverhill, Maae.,
:

à-

is

Briggs is visiting her
bb> in Portland.

\

NI

s.

w

f South Pari* relatives.

■berι Edgerly of Hastings ie
f her sister, Mrs. L. VY. Hol-

tb
M

Tit at

*

H·

Mary Ε Bryant has been spend·
at Au;ast week with friends

bur ι.
V

ie employed at
the Hubbard House, Paris

Mtrgie Jordan

··

u

Vida Jenne visited

·.■»

M- Merrill,
»e-k.

her eieter,
Keonebunkport last

at

^Ir. and Mrs. C. L. Hersey uf Portland
relaart- spending their vacation with
t -a here.
of Ber'io, Ν. Η
* as the
guest of Miss Kuth Bolster a day
r twj last week.

Sally Churchill

*3

Abbie
Abbse Rise ard Miss
called on
Χ Η
yet of Gorham,
friends in town Thursday.
Mrs. George A. Catting and sou· of
Hartford, Ct., are guests of her parent*,
Mr. and Mrs. £ H Haggett.
Mr·.

Mrs. L. A. Rounds has recently been
isited by her grandnieces, Misses Irma
I Norma Haskell, uf Abuburn.
Mrs.
U

».<

J!

da? 4.

GeorgeR Morton,1. Miss
**

...

AUii

Jiaaivi

VI

u«.ut

the seashore for

at

-η

Katherine

the past few

Herbert Ayer and daughter
who have been at John Small's,
returned to their former home in
Mar-

Mr*

te.

(·
α

New Brunswick.

Nora Dunham has gone to Ferry
with Kev. and Mrs. D A. Ball and
Β
:
s! »ses Barden of West Paris, and is
d ag table work there.
>
Barne· aud family sptnt a few
i.^t week a* the guests of Mr. and
JI

is

V
i

parents,
and is accompanied
of Everett, Mass.

Walter I.. Gray at
i'ennesseewassee.

»„·

Gray Birches,

1:
U. P. Hubbard of South Windbam
h»» ben the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
G
F. Eastman, for the past two
w
returning home Saturday.
λ

Belle Abbott of Rumford, who
breu visiting her cousin, Miss Mary
returned home last Tuesday,
·ϊτ
M.ss
Abbott accompanied her.
1

La

;

Λ

Mary

a

Kev
tv-

Λ

Frost, superin'eudeut of
igusta District, was here Friday
J. M.

held quarterly conference at
D
r..; Memorial Methodist Episcopal
Church.
π

and

Good Cheer meets on Wednesday
u o( this week with Mrs. Bean
and Miss Mason at their home on Pine
Str. -t at
o'clock. Let all attend if
Τ

e

i.··

possible.

M ss Verna Howe is spending a vacati α of a few weeks with the family of
R
J. Η Little at South Freeport and
e her return will be a guest uf Mise
Mildred Ham at Woodfords.
Heidner arrived
b
I'uesday morning, after spendiug
tU· winter in Sour Lake, Texas, as usual,
and Henry Ε Howe came a day earlier
ft ί·. Springfield, Mass., to spend bis vacation here.
Mr and Mrs. F.

A.

Mr. and Mrs. Mellen G. Prentiss and
their son, Charles F. Prentiss, and wife,
of Brewer, were guests at Walter P.
Maxuu's last week. They were travelog by motor car, and spent Friday in a
trip around the White Mountains.
Miss Lunt of Brockton, Mass., is a
of ber niece. Mrs. George M. Giles.
Miss Lunt is a sister of the late C. Η
Lunt, who was a resident here for some
survivor of a family
years, and is ».·
of ten c
Iren
She is approaching
but
fourscore,
is very bright aud active.

Κ lest

Μ

Mary Dudley

of Abington, Mass.,
.'υ- been the guest of Miss Julia Ρ Morton. and with Mise Morton and her
η.·>
t?r, Mrs. L. C. Morton, has spent a
few days at Camp Concord. Mrs. Morton
remained at the camp last week with
Ciarence G. Morton and
family of
Crystal, Ν. H., who are spending their
vacation there.
*»

by

Miss

Harrington

Advertised letters and cards in South
Paris post office July 28, 1913:
He .en Burn*.
Mr. A Miller.
Mr. SMney Kennedy.

l'un.

.·

Providence, R. I., is
few days with bis
Mrs. Amos A. Bird,

a

S. F. Davis, P. M.

Five cars carrying nearly three hundred members of the Maine festival
.•liorus made up the special train which
went through Wednesday for the annual
picnic at Professor Chapman's farm in
Bethel.

Believing that, with but ltttte expenee,
many of oar highway· throughout the
State may be kept In excellent condition,
the Maine Automobile Awociatlon has
tent a letter to the eelectmen and road
commissioner· of every town In Maine
•bowing bow thi· may be done. A copy
of the letter follow·:
July 17, 1913.
Dear Sib: Among member· of our
Awociation in different part· of the
State, u well a· the public in general,
including the touriete, there seems to be a
growing feeliog that a great many of our
towns are neglecting their roads, either
in view of the promised assistance of the
State in re-building some of its roads, or
through lack of ordinary care. We feel,
as an Association, that our interests are
identical with those of all residents of
the state and that we would not be doing
jmtico to oureelve· and the men who are
interested in building and Improving onr
highways, unless we call attention to
this matter.
We thiok you will agree with us that
it is the little things we do which smooth
our
the rough road of life and
efficiency, whether an individual, a company or a town, therefore it seems to us
if the superintendent of roads sbou.d
put on a single horse damp cart, and a
couple of men, with necessary tools, for
a few days each month, to remove the
loose stones, fill up the small mud holes,
turn out the water which has made ruts
on our hills, and clean out now and then
a culvert, it would not only benefit every
individual who ride* over the road, but
would save hundreds of dollars to the
town.
By doing this, a great deal of
lameness of the horses would be eliminated, as well as unnecessary destruction to the carriages or whatever other
vehicle may be used.
There has also been a constant complaint that those who are constructing
the highways, both the state and lo*M,
are not properly SIGNING the road and
directing the public which way to go.
When a portion of the road is under construction. We feel that the public will
be very charitable if a little care is used

jncrease

by directing by signs

or

by flung

some

•emporary r >ad so they can get by the
piece of road which is under construcW H. Jenne has been surveying for tion
that every man
and we trust
the sta.e road work to be done this year, whether he is a town agent or a conwhich is on the sandy stretch above tractor in connection with the
snow's Faiis, where there is a bad sharp iag and improving the roads in the state
turn around an ang e of the bauk on the will use as much care as possible in order
?ast side.
to accommodate the public.
Hoping that yon will receive this le'ter
Morning service will be held as usual
io the same spirit in which it is written,
it the Congregational church next îsuuwe remain.
iay, but ti'e evening service will be
Very respectfully yours.
• ruitted, and for the
remaining Suudaye Maine Automob'le
Assoclatioo, by W.
>f August the church will be closed for
B. Parker, Pre·.
racatiun.

re-bujld-

Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray started
vacation trip by automobile Friday,
without tised itinerary, in'ending t>
travel at will wherever inclination led
hem, and make their stops on tue same
They returned home Sunday
plan.

Long-Distance Money-Making.

the spruce cushions of a
sidewalk forum in the dull afternoon
hour, the Democrat listened, and incidentally chipped into a discussion as to
the best prosperity producing section.
"Have you seen this Force, that s bug
night.
asked
J"rkl"·
house on Florida?"
A meeting of the Tennis Club will be
"Wanted me to buy a piece of a
neld Tuesday even n>j at 7 o'clock «harp,
Of course they're draining if, but aieit
the grounds in the rear of the Congrethat a
high price to pay for the
gational church. All members and those bottompretty
of a pond?"
nterested in the game are requested to
"Well I don't know, when they get it
be present. If rainy, the meeting will
drained." said Perkins. "Yon can raise
be he!d at Mr. McWhorter's.
orangé there anywhere, and it s great
Mrs. A A. Abbott and children, who land for market gardening."
lun,
at
their
Seldom
are stopping
camp,
"Oranges ain't a sure crop,' broke in
au Lake Pennesseewassee, have been visited for a few days by Mr. and Mrs. Vinsay they are," said Perkins.
The "And you can get a dollar and a ha f a
cent Morris and son of Auburn.
boy, who is only three years of age, made box for them every time."
a
"Deliver me from a gardening job,
joyous beginning of a career as a
"I'd rather go Into the
sportsman by catchiug a pickerel while said Jorkins.
there.
Canadian Northwest and raise wheat
"You can't raise much wheat or do a
Officers of Hamlin Lodge. No. 31, K.
business anywhere else without conof P., were installed Friday evening by big
™
siderable capital," interjected
District Deputy Lewis from Pennessee"Well, I knew a man," said Jorkins.
wassee Lodge, as follows:
••who had been there nine years. He
C. C.-E Β fhaw.
landed in Winnipeg with a hundred
V. C.—Crocked Record.
and fifty dollar», and the ninth year he
('relate—'Γ. 5. Barnes.
K of R. an<i S.—C hark- W. Bowker.
cieared'seven thousand do.lars from his
M
Milieu.
F
—Κ
M. of
wheat."
M of E.—J. Κ. Everett.
"How'd he do it?"
I U.— Howanl Maxim.
ϋ. G.—Rodney Tltcoinb.
"Took up a homestead, and bought a
What's the matter with the great «trip a quarter section wide and hve
national game? Time has been when at miles long, right through to the C. I Κ
1 he
1 o'clock Saturday you could hardly see That gave him a Sve mile furrow.
Canadian government furnished him a
a dozen men who were not in base ball
e
snits, and the wonder was where any pair of horses and all the machinery
Oh, I ain't saying that he
were to come from. Now last wanted.
>n a

Reclining

on

tates of the understanding are regarded
with indifference; and the influence of
good affections is either feeble, or transient. A temperate use of such entertainment seems therefore requisite, to
afford proper scope for the operations of
tbe understanding and the heart."
Written in the days when, as judged
lu the light of our time, the "grave and
serious" comprised about all the literature, and the novel and other forms of
"gay and amusing productions" were
What do you
very little developed.
fiction-devouring
think of that,
you

|

,

swamp^

Ie"They

spectators

in

twentieth-century generation?

won

The selections are about two-thirds
prose and one-third poetry, and are divided into classes, denominated "Narrative Pieces," "Didactic Pieces," "Argu
mentative pieces," "Descriptive Piece·,"
and so on. A number of the selections
are from that book now so much neglected as a fount of literature, the Bible,
and Milton, Goldsmith, Addison, and
other writers of English classics, appear
frequently in its pages.
There is also a revised edition of
Town's Speller and Definer, published in
Portland in 1854 by Blake & Carter.
The oldest book in the collection is
"Eliza; or, Tbe Pattern of Women. A
Translated from the
moral romance.
German of Maria Regina Roche, authoress of 'The Children of the Abbey,' etc."
This was published in 1802, in Lancaster
The conversa(presumably England)
tion given in tbe story is In dialogue
form, and the typography is of that time,
so that the opening sentence of the book
looks about like this: "I have lived almoft half a century, have feen many
men, but feldom met with real happi·
nefs."
Turning from literature to horticulture, there is a little pamphlet which i·

|
I
!

nut

f.ir instance there wasn't a
V\ eH, said Perkinn, ''I'd rather go
game of auy magnitude. great or small,
Of course everybody to Florida, where it isn't so almighty '
in the vicin'ty.
do rhe hard
plays by proxy, in the good American cold winters. Raise oranges,
work in the winter, and take it easy
way, through tbe sp irting page of the
daily paper#, but as for real base ball, when the weather gets too hot in the
summer."
there doesn't seem to be any.
It β just the same in either place as
About dvc o'clock Thursday morning •tin here or anywhere else." asserted Jen·
in
tbe
was
discovered
smoulder
a small
kina. "One mao ΊΙ make a lot of money,
roof of tbe mill of J. A Kenuey «4 Co., and another can't hold un to what little
beside tbe chimney. If it bad been he ha»."
j
where it could bave been reached with
And about, that time the caucus broke
been
have
it
c<>uld
of
water,
quickpails
up, and we all went home without a dolly disposed of in that way, but as it was, lar more than we bad before.
J
the hose company in that district got
Fined for Disturbance on Train.
i»ut their hose and quickly had it oat,
without a general alarm being given.
1 wo rot-η, Thomas Flart, 23 years of1
Damage «light. Its origin is not known, age. single, teamster, 127 Monument
earlier
but if it had started a few hours
Street, Portland, and John Flaherty 2*
there would bave been a longer story to
years, single, teamster. 213 Oxford, Port-1
it.
land, were arrested at Bryant's Pood
In years past about four nights at two Sunday afternoon, July 20 The arrest
Jifferent periods have seen tbe flight of was made by Deputy Sheriff A. W. Arkthe
brown-tail moth millers come and go, ett, on instructions of officials of
of the
but this year it was different. A few Grand Trunk Railway, on account
men being intoxicated and
disturbing!
days after tbe first snow Sturm of tbem
the peace on the return trip of the Port-:
had mostly gone, the second flight be
train.
land-to-Berlin excursion
ean, and lasted continuously for about a
The men were taken to South Paris
week. Every night they swarmed around
locked op. On Monday, July 21,
and
the lights, and in tbe morning poles and
before Trial Justice C.
neighboring buildings were white with they appeared
and were fined
them. Some of tbe mornings when they Whitman, pleaded guilty,
00 and $13 68 costs, total $23 68. or
were thickest a hose was put on and they $10
It sixty days in jail. Not having sufficient
were washed down and drowned out.
were committed to jail until
is evident that the pesti· increasing rap- funds they
they could send to Portland for the
idly from year to year.
Saturdav

rnn

|

f!

money.

J. Prank Young of West Sumner died
The (irand Trunk officials are going to
Saturday night at the home of bis sister, prosecute any one making any trouble
Mrs. Wm. Β Kuxsell, where he bad been on their trains, and especially on the
About six
for the past few weeks.
Sunday excursion trains.
weeks ago Mr. Young was injured by a
Mow Interest Multiplies.
fall fr m the roof of a house while
A few day· ago the Augusta Savings
«hingling in West Sumner, since wbich
time he has been in serious condition bank received the following letter, toHe was taken a few weeks since to a gether with the deposit book:
"I am sending you herewith my bank
hospital in Lewiston, where nothing
Will you please enter the
could be done for him, and after a short book No.
South
to
was
he
I do not
there
brought
dividends to date and oblige.
stay
failbeen
has
aince
and
the
gradually
book, as by reason of
wish
to change
Pari·,
ing. Mr. Young was the son of Benja- its age it has become of interest as a
min and Rutb (Benson) Young, and was keepsake. The first deposit was made
years ago. He when a boy, and the first $5 I ever
born in Hartford 61
leaves a widow and two daughters. Amy, owned. It is 55 years old. Have you
wife of Augustus Farrar of Sumner, and many older ones?
Gladys, wife of Harold Knowles of NorSigned
The deposit of $5 was made July 10,
ridgewock. He is also survived by two
brother·, Winslow B. and Charles Α., 1858, and there have been no deposits or
The balance
and three sinters, Mrs. W. B. Russell, payments since that date.
Mrs. Frank E. Buck, and Mr·. Ε. H. of the account is now $65.88 up to the
funeral
The
Paris.
Farrar. all of South
first day of last February, showing a
at Mr. Russell's at 1 o'clock Tuesday- credit of Interest to the $5 of $60,88, 12
will be attended by Rev. Chester Gore times the amount of the original deposit.
Miller.
This simply shows what interest will do

Patriotic Association.
The Oxford County Patriotic Association midsummer meeting will be held at
Central Park, South Paris, on WednesTbe business meetday, Aug. tftb, 1913
dining will be at 10:30 ▲ M. A picnic
to
ner will be served, those attending
furnish their own lunch. Bethel Corps

Preparations are being made by the
Burnham λ· Morrill Co. to can a small
iusn;ity of peas iu their factory here, in
a rather
experimental way, with the idea
that that may be made a regular business
in coming years, with a considerable will serve free coffee to all. It has been
cordial invitation be
acreage. The pea canning season would suggested that a
one
cotiie m August, ahead of the corn which issued through the papers for every
attend this
is the staple product of the factory.
to make a special effort to
whether they are members of
H. W. Dennison, who baa been in the gathering,
Societies or not. All attending
Patriotic
office of the Paris Manufacturing Co. for
shoald bring their own spoon and drinkmany years, bas resigned his position,
Will each member try to bring
and will go to Auborn, Ind., into the ing cap.
one new member?

p -st card bouse of Wbitten & Den niton,
the owners of which are Mr. Deunison's
Oxford Pomona Grange.
Mr.
brother and his brotber-in- law.
Oxford Pomona holds ita August sesDennison's house on Park street it offered
Mountain Grange, South
for tale, and the family will leave at soon sion witb Bear
Aug. 12. Lecturer
m their affairs here are closed out. Tbit Waferford, Tuesday,
to be
I» an announcement which the people of of Massachusetts State Grange
S'mth Paris are universally sorry to hear. present.
Don't forget field day at the fair
Mr. Iienoieon and his family have many
7tb. Bring lunch
frieods here, and be is a useful and valu- grounds Augnst
able citizen of the community, such as basket and drinking cup.
we do not wish to lose.
Card of Thanks.
Downie A Wheeler's cirrus showod
Will my leigbbora and friends accept
ast
This
aud
Monday according to schedule.
aincere thanks for their kindness
is .ne of the
smallest of the railroad my
during my wife's illness and
ihows, and some regarded it as too small sympathy
offerfloral
death, also for the beautiful
to be reckoned as
first-class, but you can ings.
Elm κ β S. IIammon.
really see about as much in a one-ring
July 24, 1913.
•bow as you can
trying to watch three
rings and s stage at the same time. The
New Postmaster.
camber of acrobats was so limited that
Oost of tbem bad to do two or three sepW. B. New begin has been appointee
arate stunts, but tbey were all done postmaster at Kezar Falls.
'airly well, some of them remarkably
Ed. V. Prico Λ
*ed, and the troupe of trained ponies
New fall aample· of
and woulc
"as
something that is rarely equaled. Co. custom clothes received,
F. H. Noyes Co.
And though the men who did the rough
like to show to yon.
work of the show were on the whole
skin trouble, piles, eczema
abont as tough looking a bnnch as are ; For any Itching
scald head, herpes
rbeum. hive·. Itch,
Is highly recommend
often seen, it was s good clean show, salt
Ointment
«cables. Doan's
without objectionable accompaniments. ed. Sec a box at aU stores.

I

to an account when allowed to accumulate.

Miss Harriett Chase, one of the oldest
and most highly esteemed women of Cornish, adopted a novel way for committing
suicide, oo the lDth, at her home near
the Maine Central railroad station. Relatives who called at the house were horrified upon entering the kitchen to see the
top of Miss Chase's head in the water
barrel, which she kept at one end of the
sink. Upon investigating it was found
to at Miss Chaae had undressed, put on a
nightdress and then dipped two or three
paila of water from the barrel. Then
she got into the barrel and sat down until the water covered her head, aud
drowned. Miss Chase bad begun to show
the infirmities of age, and it is presumed
that she took offense at the purpose to
have a woman stay with her.
than passing interest to know that the total batch of
lobsters at tbe Boothbay Harbor hatchthis season.
ery will reach 185 millions
To accomplish this, 150,640 seed lobsters
were gathered, and after being stripped,
they are oarried back to tbe localities
where secured, again to be returned to
their native waters. The total hatch of
lobster, cod, haddock and other fish
The
this year, reaches 625 millions.
hatchery averages to batch 95 per cent

It may be of

more

of the eggs of the lobster.
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Perhaps the
general interest

two books of

the most

and I always keep a box at
Pricc
home." Get a box and get well.
25c. Recommended by tbe Cbas. H.

family

Howard Co.

Boys' suits

marked very low.

F. H,

I

I

ai.

122 Suite

now

at our atorea now.
F. H. Noyea Co.

$20 Suite now $15
Come and aee them

The dreaded gypay moth la aaid to b<
trees on Peak's Ialand.

ravaging the

story

Sow Bad Back* Have Been Made
Strong—Kidney III· Corrected, ί
All over South Pari· joa bear it·
[)oan'a Kidney Pill· are keeping op the
(ood work. South Pari· people are tellng about it—telling of bad back· made
lound again.
You can believe the teatinony of your own townspeople. They
:ell It for the benefit of you who are auffering. If your back acbee, if you feel
lame, sore and miserable, if the kidney·
ict too frequently, or passage· are painful, scanty and off color, use Doan'· Kidney Pills, the remedy that has helped so
many of your friend· and neighbor·.
Follow this South Paris citizen's advice
ind give Doan's a chance to do the same
for you.
Mrs. Georgia Thayer, Pleaaant street,

A

machine.

freeze

in

cream

child

ten

"GILT EDGE- the only hVct'ahoe dressing thit

"ΛΙΒ0" deans and whitens KICK, M'Bt'fK.
SUEDE, mid CANVAS SH0'.:S. In rouud white cakes
packed in zinc b.«x<s, ν h sponpe, pic. In hand·
aom·', large aluminum bo .>«, witn sponpe, 25c.
If V.Mir i!-«1er iliw* η··1 k> .·|· II·.·
the prli 0111 «(antix Γ··γ full 1 ·/.·

pure block tin.
We have

kin I you »ant.»rndni
|·ι >kas<*. (Ιχτρι | ni J.

NOTICE.

meeting.
South

Paris,

η

Board for

an

Inquire

aged lady.

of

Selectmen of Paris.

_

low Leek, 60c.

or

collar,

with Dutch

some

OSc.

#2 50 WHITE PETTICOATS, bamburg trimmed, #1.49.
#1.75 WHITE PETTICOATS, bamburg trimmed, #1.10.
*1 50 WHITE PETTICOATS, hambnrg trimmed, S9c.

KIMONO, assorted pattern», 10c.

25c SHORT

price

DRESS TRIMMINGS, large variety liait
10c ami

12Jc PERCALE, light

and less.

8fc yard.

and medium,

10c GINGHAMS, assorted patterns 7$c.

now

33c aud 30c pair.

or

81 inches

style,

new

styles,

half price.

minufac'urer'· anniversary

t

de 51 00,

w

ide, bleached, regular price 29c, sale price

price during

our

COTTON CLOTH, 9 4
2 >C.

COTTON CLOTH, 46 in. wide unbleached regular price 9c, sale price 7Jc.

Come in and

COTTON CLOTH, 42 in. wide, bleac'ied, regular price 12Jo, <wle price 10c.

few more of the

South Paris, Maine.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

at the Blue Stores

Bargains

Up Sale

A Clean

of Summer
It is

We have just received a car of the
William Tell Flour. This is made
If
from old wheat and is very nice
you have not already tried this Hour
think it would be to your advantage
to do so.

Fall

us

to

by closing

prepare for the

wind up the Summer
out the Summer goods in a

and

hurry. Low Prices will always do this, consequently we now oiler you Very Low Prices
Our Men's Summer Suits.

on

Order of

G. I Clings k Sons,

$16

$22 Suits marked
20 Suits marked
iS Suits marked

Maine

Norway,

Clothing

time for

π >w

business

season

15

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
FOR RHEUMATISM KIONEYS AND BLADDER

,jON VOYAGÉ

a

$:6
$13

d

co

15.00
14.co

Suits marked

tz.oo

Su:ts marked

io.oo

12

and

10

Suits marked

7-5°

These suits are rew suits this season and
include HI ies, Grays, Browns, also include
Notfolks as well as regular styles.

and

Boys' Suits Marked Down

save

excellent

an

yourself 50c

to

opportunity

$2.50

011 a

to

suit.

clothe the hoy for school

Men's Odd Trousers

faÀe

trip

when you
Just

take

a

SOUTH

Norway.

In East Stoneham, July 9, Mr. Frank Wlldbur
ger and Mrs. Ina Hilton, both of North Lovell.
In Otlsfleld, June 26, by Rev. George Kneeland, Mr. Horace M. Gardner and M Us Mary K.
Hamlin, both of Waterfonl.

(Med.
Paris, July 26, J. Frank Young of
West 8umner, aged 61 years.
In South Parts, July 19, Infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Krall Kaflloorarjo, aged 23 day·.
In Greenwood, July 22, Edward E. Moore,
aged 59 years.
In South Lewleton, July 20, Zury R. Dotcn,
formerly of Hartford, aged Rî years.
In Fryebnrg, July 18, Mrs. Bethlah, widow of
Franklin Hobba.
In Wed Bethel, July 11,Mra John B. Murphy:
In Denmark, July 20, Mrs. Matilda, wife of
In South

Merrill, wife
H.

Spring, aged

Friday, August 1, '13,

I
1

$7.50, $7, $5

at

Rutset Button and Blucber Oxford Patrician
Russet Button and Blucber Oxford Mayfair

Dull Button and Blucber Oxford Mayfair

$4 .00
$3 5©
$350
$3.00, 3.50
$3.00
$3.50, 3.00

A full line of Misses' and Children's Oxfords, Pumps
and Banfort Sandals.

Frothingham,

Bargain

Bears the

ο""™

^9

#

for

$3-9S.

Knee Pants.

Prices.
a

sale for of

us

F. H. Noyes Co.
(2 Stores)

South Paris

Norway

Protect Your Horse
from the flies
Store.

by buying

a

fly

net

at

the Tucker Harness

I have the cord nets for $r.oo, $1.25 and $1.35. Shoe
string and all leather nets $(.50, $1.75 and $2.00. Cloth fly

.65,

.75,

.85, $1.00, $1.25

and

$1.50.

James N. Favor, "0,:..°:.T,MoV.ÛCK"
01

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Till K1U Ï11 Bin Almt Bautbl

selling

have been

now.

covers

Maine.

South Paris,

we

Reduce the High Cost of Living by trading with

Ladies' Pat. Dull Calf and Russet Pumps
Ladies' Dull Calf and Russet Button and Blucber Oxford $2.00, 2.25, 2.50
$1.50
Ladies' Vici Oxfords Rubber Heels
....

have of huts

It is well to be one of the early ones to attend
course it is the be?t trades that g-t first.

styles and qualities.

W. 0.

now

we

Children's Wash Suits and Blouses

MAINE.

Dull Calf Button aud Blucber Oxford Patrician

May Now be Realized

Boys'

COMPANY,

Pat Button Oxfords Patrician

.38

of what

with

Warm weather will soon be here and
stock
you will need a pair of Oxfords, my
Ladies1
Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'

pick

Your

LADIES' OXFORDS
has many

.75

A Good Panama Hat Only $3.98

a son.

In Dlxfleld, July 23, by Rev. Charles Harbutt,
Rev. Ransom E. Gllkev and Mrs. Cbostlna M
Edwards, both of Dixfle'd.
In Berlin, Ν. II., July 23, by Rev. P. M. Wood,
Mr. Cyril Foster of Noiway and Miss Gertrude
Simpson of 8belburne, Ν. H.
In Norway, July 19, by Rev. B. C. Wontworth,
Mr. Earl G. Felt and Miss Nina Kimball, both of

1 00

Your Dream

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

PARIS.

the

one

.50 Straw Hats

business rest,

Savings Department Connected

TRUST

you need

1.50 Straw Hats
1.00 Straw Hats

Do YOUR banking with US.
We pay 2 per cent interest on check account.

PARIS

:

going to give you
the cheapest prices.
$1.50
$2.00 Straw Hats

Do you know what a "Trust Company'* is and
do for you? If you wish to take a long vîioîito our
tion, you can TRUST YOUR BUSINESS
after
looked
be
it
will
and
Trust Company,
CAREFULLY and PROPERLY. We are always
in touch Λν/t/i profitable, safe investments. We
that you can
can do all kinds of business for you
or

whe

most we arc

can

do for yourself.
If you want to go away
come in and consult us.

Trousers

Straw Hats

yourAgents.

Married.

Outing

These include Woisted, Wool and

have made us

18, to the wife of Bert
Kendall, a daughter.
In Canton, July 22, to the wife of Frank

$2.00 grades $1.60
1.50 grades 1 19
1.50 and 1. Kahki $1.25 and 79c

$5 grades $4.00
4 grades 3.25
3 grades 2.50

\ois

j

20, to the wife of Wln-

F. KING.

#1 50 HOUSE DRESSES,

This is

Norway, July 9, to the wife of George ti.
Lafrance, a daughter.
In Canton, July 17, to the wife of Leslie Strout,

J.

DRESSES, high

OSc HOUSE

Youths'and

In

30

#1.08 SILK WAISTS, only #1.30.

|

25c at all

A. M.

60:.

ROYAL WORCESTER CORSE1S,

WALTER L. GRAT,
Riferee In Bankruptcy.
30-33
July 28,1913.

herelnafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
of July, In the year of our Lorl one thousand
nine hundred and thirteen, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof ltc given to all persons In
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
in the Oxthree weeks
at South
ford Democrat, t newspaper
Paris, In said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Rumford on
the third Tuesday of August, A. D. 1913, at
nine of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard
thereon If they aee cause :

only

08c WHITE SHIRT WAISTS

umber, regular ··? 1.50,

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the estate-

Born.

At 7

SILK and WORSTED DRESSES at a big discount.

J. P. Richardson,

}

bowel*, try

Blueberry Opening

LADIES' WHITE LAWN and VOILK DRESSES at 25 to 33i per cent diccount.

NORTH POLE freezers left.
One, two, three and four quart
sizes
$1 25 to ?2.25.·

in the District Court of the 1'nitcd State* for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
FRED S. S A VAGE,
of Dlxfield, Bankrupt )
S.
Fred
Savage, In the
of
creditors
the
To
County of Oxford and district aforesal I :
Notice le herebv Riven that on the 26th day of
July, A. D. 1913, the said Fred 8. Savage
win
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the flret meeting of his creditors will be held at
the oftiee of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square,
South Paris, Maine, on the 25th day of Aug.,
A. D. 1913, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the eald creditors may attend,
trustee, exprove their claims, appoint a
amine the bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before said

"
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil is the best remedy
It hae been
for that often fatal disease—croup.
used with success In our family for eight years."
—Mr·. L. Wlilteacre, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Sabrlna

TWO WHITE LINEN SUITS only #1.10 each.

ONE LOT NEMO CORSETS, not all sizes, several

school building on Saturday.
Prof. V. M. Whitman and wife sang at!

Horace Gove.
In Augusta, July 21, Catherine
of Lincoln Dreater, of Andover.
In Weatbrook, July 11, Mrs.
Spring, widow of Lieut. Wm. G.
86 years, 11 months.

WHITE SERGE DRESSES value· up to IT 50, your choice *4.0$.

minutes

j

Bomano,

SMALL LOT RAINCOATS nearly half price.

50c and 59c LISEN HUCK TOWELS,

13.75.

see one.

WMITTCViOiiE BROS. & CO.,
20·2β A'oiny Zlr-st, Canhrldce, Met·,
Tkt OH est ·!·■//·>. st Afa η >t factmrtn a/
Sk*e i'oUi'ui iii ti.e ll'oiïd,
c ■.
secva
30 34

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Clark at Old Orchard
for two weeks.
I Civil service examination for rural carI rier at West Paris was held at the high

In Brvant I'ond, July
fleld S. Noyes, a son.
In North Lovell, July

ONE LOT LADIES' SUITS values up to 123.00, your choice 17.50.

can

cheaper freezers. Tub made of
best Virginia white cedar;
electric-welded wire hoops that
can't work loose; triple action.
Heavy inside can, covered with

Oil. Bla· «s ai il Polishes ladies'
and children- Ι>·»«ί an! ίίι· <?, shines Hlthout rubbing, '2">c. 'TREVl'H 610SS." 1'
"STIR" combination fur c In η In a and polishing all
kindenf russet orum shoes, lue. "TJANDY" bizc,ï5c.
"QUICK WHITE"(in lW|i:id f<1 m wi-hs;.oncc: quick·
ljrdea.is nud util lens «Lr:y canvas shoe-. lt>c. & :5c.

prudent shopper.

#1.00 LISLE UNION SUITS, only 49ο.

Will outwear two

Saves ice.

positively eo.itaius

!

a ton.

b y the

with the WHITE MOUNTAIN.

■

For a mild, easy action of the
Doan's Regulet», a modern laxative.
Korea.

in progress and will continue until the goods are sold. Many lot· have
b îen closed out, but there remains several small lots that are marked at
Sl ich ridiculously low prices that will cause them to be picked up quickly

"The public
say·:
itatement I made several year· ago, retarding Doan's Kidney Pill·, holds good.
This remedy
[ am glad to cootirm it.
îelped me when I was eufferiug from
other people
advise
I
trouble.
cidney
*ho have kidney
complaint to give
Doan's Kidney Pills a trial."
Mrs. Thayer is only one of many South
Paris people who have gratefully endorsed Doan's Kidney Pills. If your
jack aches—if your kidneys bother you,
ion't simply ask for a kidney remedy—
isk distinctly for Doan's Kidney Pills—the
<amothat Mr*. Thayer had—the remedy
50c all
backed by home testimony.
«tores.
Foster-Milburn
Co., Props
"When Your Back is
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
Lame—Remember the Name."

ning

i.«u-

the M. E. church Sunday.
Mrs. Raymond Nichols of Lynn, Mass.,
is the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Spinney.
Member· of the Norway festival chorus
who attended the picnic at Professor
Chapman's at Bethel Wednesday were
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Home, Mrs. B. F.
Bradbury, Mrs. Charles S. Akers, Miss
Lillian Powers, Miss Ruth Cnmmings,
Miss Berenice Nat-h.
At the Bradbury cottage on Friday
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Brown entertained
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Hathaway of Norway,
Mrs. Thomas F. Harney and Mies Helen
Harney of South Framingham, Mass.,
and Miss Myrt French of Portland.
L. M. Carroll of Sanford, eastern representative of Sears, Roeback & Co.,
who operate a shoe factory af Sanford,
was in town Saturday to look over the
factory here, with a view to possible occupancy, and has now gone to Chicago
for a conference at headquarters. James
Bropby, a Lynn shoe manufacturer, is
expected here during the week on a similar errand.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Brown, after spend
ing a month's vacation at Norway, will
return on Thursday to their homo in
Lynn, Mass.

%

»

Don't waste time and temper
on an old-fashioned, hard-run-

was

υμπ·ιπι upuu

GREEN TAG SALE

PARIS.!

Get an Easier
Freezer

Wanted.

ai. r uner was

Picking.

$10.

For Sale.

house, nearly new,
eight rooms and bath, furnace heat,
excellent condition.
7 Park St., South Paris,
H. W. DENNISON.
Two

needay forenoon. He is very comfortDie
able, but hie condition ie serious.
daughter, Mrs. Nettie McSwiney, who
I returned to her home in Boston, ie with
her father again.
Cyril Foster of Norway and Miss Gertof Shelburne, Ν. II.,
rude Simpson
were married July 15th in Berlin, X. H.
Mrs. Foster was employed at the Norway Hand Laundry for some months.
! Miss Jennie P. Baker is the guest of

j

Great

C. W. SHAW, South Paris.

to Miss H. M.
taken from her
store while she was absent a few minutes
in the next door, the post office. The
bag contained $80 or $90. The matter
state detective, published
successively
was investigated by a
published
and all the money was returned exceptand
no
made
ing about $3. No arrests
information as to who took the bag.
Mrs. Alice Msrrton has gone to Rum
ford to visit her sister, Mrs. Frank PutValinor Λ. Dunn late of Sumner, doceascd;
nam, for two weeks.
ilrst and flnal account presented for allowance
30-32
Miss Elsie A. Favor and her niece, by W. II. Eastman, administrator.
Marion Favor, returned to Brockton, ADDISON E. MERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest
Mass., the last of the week.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
Miss Maud Thompson entertained the 29-31
Thimble Club at Rock Island WednesRefreshments wore
day afternoon.
served, and the afternoon was a most

I pleasant one.

It is bound in paper, and contains, instead of the dozens which would be required in an atlas to-day,just eight maps. I
They have many interesting feature·, the
moat conspicuous of which on a cursory I
review is the map of the United States,
extending from Canada on the north to
Florida (then Spanish territory) on the
south, and from the Atlantic on the east
to the Mississippi on the west, and no
farther.
Very little resembling a modern textof Jedediah
book is the geography
Morse, D. D. It is a compact volume
4 1-4x7 inches, and is long on description but short on maps, containing only
two small specimens of the latter, though
the fact is noted on the title page that it
is illustrated by a separate atlas of nine
select maps. Boston is the place of publication, and the date is Sept., 181S. This
book is prolific in matter of present day
For instauce, we learn that
interest.
Vincennes, with a population of 893, is
the capital of Indiana, which was already
a state; that Kaskaakia, with about 100
bouses and 622 inhabitants, la the established capital of Illinois Territory (Chicago was still in the unsuspected future);
that St. Louis is a village of 200 or 300
; houses, beautifully situated on the MIssisippi, 14 miles below the Missouri.
New Orleans wan the capital of the
ι great Louisiana territory, and even then
Its
a town of considerable importance.
population in 1810 amounted to 24,554,
of which 10,824 were slaves, but the fact
is noted that the inhabitants had greatly
increased between that census and the
publication of the text-book. From one
point of view the city seems not to have
been a oredit to the territory, for it is
recorded that "New-Orleans in the licentiousness of its morals, rivals the corruption of the old world."
for a home by picking wild
berries is the feat performed by Mrs.
Seth Davis of Skowhegan, who for the
last 23 years has been engaged in this
industry very successfully. Her favorite
berry is the raspberry and she averages
about 15 bushels of these in a year. She
picks about eight bushel· of the field
strawberries in the year and many
bushels of wild blackberries. Besides
picking these she peddles them out io
Skowhegan. She now owns a fine farm
on the Canaan Road and she remarked,
Tuesday, that she had paid for It by
picking berries. She not only picks berries but asalsts ber husband In rnanv
ways about the farm. In the wintet
time she will take a load of wood with a
pair of bornes, come to Skowhegan and
fiod a market for It, unloading it herself.
Mrs. Davis is an Intelligent woman and
is one of the most frequent patrons of thi
public library. She takes books therefrom and in ber trips to and from tb<
village she devour· their oontenta. Sb<
believe· that life ia worth more to ber bj
thi· out door air and work than It oould
be otherwise.

30

HEARD IN SOUTH

be open South Paris, Me.,

My blueberry pasture will
bublic Aug ist.

to the

bag, belonging

Taylor, the milliner,

geographical. One
is a "School Atlas to Cumming·' Ancient j
It is the ninth
& Modern Geography."
edition, bears no date of publication, but I
ae
the property
leaf
is marked on the Ay
of Asa Woodbnry, "October the23 1831."
I

Paying

Blueberries.

weoks.

A hand

1

in

that very minute. Doctors use it
their practice and recommend it.. Mr.
Allerann of Litth-town, Pa., says: "Had
Hobson'a
Dr.
forehead:
eczetna on
Eczema Ointment cured it in two weeka.M
Guaranteed to relieve or money refunded. All druggists, or by mall. Price
50c. Pfeiffer Chemical Co., Philadelphia
and St. Louie. Cbas. H. Howard Co.

W.
the absence of Frank
Paunce, Francis Swett is clerking at the
Ε Ν. Swett shoe store.
Arthur Hayden and family entertained John J. Hayden and wife of Haverhill, Mae*., and Mrs. Alma Pendexter
Hayden, of Rochester, Ν. Y., Arthur
Hayden's mother.
Mrs. Katherine D. Skillings of Chestnut Hill, Maes., and Mr*. Julius Ρ
Ski 11 inns of Bethel made Mr. and Mrs.
G. Fred Stone a visit the first of the
week. They came by auto and were
going toward Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. McAllister
have returned from Greenwood and are
now at home in their new home on
Whitman Street.
The Wltherell Park open air services
service
prove very attractive. The last
for the season was held Sunday evening.
The park is a most delightful place for

(wo

Healing begins

fering stop· instantly.

meetings.
Beginning Aug. 4th, Rev. B. C. Wentworth will exchange parsonages and
pulpits with the Orr's Island pastor for

are

I

Dr. Hobaon's Eczema
Ointment, which heal· all akin eruption·.
No matter how long you have been
troubled by itching, burning, or scaly
■kin humors, just put a little of that
•oothing antiseptic, Dr. Hobaon'a Eczema Ointment, on the sores and the suf-

During

;
I

by

Are cared

tage.

"·

frait treen, etc., from the nursery of
William Kenrick, "in Newton, near Bos"
In quite a lengthy list of varieties
ton.
of apples are to be found some, though
by no means all, of the staudard market
kinds of the present day, but many
others which sound strange to our ears.
We recognize the Pumpkin Sweet, the
Fall Sopsaviue, the Gravenstein (even if
it is specified as "Italian or Danish1'),
the Kibston Pippin, the Baldwin, tbo
"Roxbury Rueseting"; but who could
identify "the Dutch Codlin, Kenrick's
Red Autumn, Crow's Eeg, Yellow Ingestrie, Michael Henry, Summer Cheese, or
dozens of others?

THE KING OF ALL LAXATIVES.
For constipation, headaches, indigestion and dyspepsia, use Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Paul Mathnlka, of Buffalo,
Read our ad. about Panama bate. We
Ν. Y., says they are tbe "King of ail are closing oura ont very low. Straw
all
to
a
are
mj
blessing
laxatives. They
bats cheap. F. H. Noyes Co.

NoyesCo.

UNSIGHTLY PACE SPOTS

NORWAY.

Some latere*ting Old Books.
In tbe possession of David B. Woodbury of Snatb Peri· ere e number of
email volume», mostly bound in leetber,
Mr and lira. V. W. Hills returned
though tome are In board· end one or I from their auto trip Thnrsday, and E.
from
two in cloth, which ere of interest
F. Smith and family the lut of the week,
their greater or leeaer degree of antiqui- after several days' visit to Richmond.
ty, if not for tbe matter they contain,
The several crew· are making rapid
and some of them are by no means to be
Koch hard
progress with the sewer.
account.
latter
tbe
on
slighted
is encountered on Main Street,
digging
book
that
is
modern
most
tbe
Of tbem
I where some blasting is necessary.
once famous. Town's Fourth Reader,
Miss Helen Noyes wss called to Porttbe
Town
Salem
(without
compiled by
land this week by the death of her
final e). This reader was published In cousin, Mrs.
Somerby. Mrs. Somerby
Portland in 1851 by Sanborn A Carter, I was interested in Noyes Block, corner of
but the date of copyright is 1847. This Main and Cottage Streets, including the
was before the height of production of Winslow store lot and the
Libbj studio
that splendid volume of literature wblcb I lot. It will now be
to dispose
possible
both
in
characterized the Victorian age,
lof the land. The corner lot is one of
book
the
England and America, though
the most valuable and desirable in the
contain· several of Webster'· orations, village.
a·
writer·
Irving,
euoh
from
extracts
and
I Mrs. Levi Noyes and her daughter
Cooper, Bryant, and a little from Long- I Marlon, of Oorham, Ν. H., are the guests
fellow.
In these days when current of Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy L. Heath.
"literature" has become so untrammeled
Judge and Mrs. Morrill N. Packard of
in form and expression as almost to
Baltimore, Md., have leased the S. C.
make a dictionary of slang necessary for Poster residence on Pike Hill for the
a full
understanding of it, the stilted season. Judge Packard was a native of
style of many of the selections in Town's I Norway and spends several weeks each
Fourth Reader doubtless seems antiyear in town.
quated to readers of this generation
Several bad breaks have been discovof
it
could
hardly ered in the water
But tbe careful study
pipes of the Norway
standard
one's
literary
help but raise any
I Water Company. One occurred near
a little.
There is to be found in it very the
I
Bradbury boat house on Water
little of that slovenliness which char- Street. Water was let
on from the
I
acterlzes much present-day writing.
Paris plant.
An older collection is that made by
The finish is being constructed on the
Lindley Murray, the once famous gram llobbs cement block. This will be one
maiian. The bonk was published in of the best
buildinga in the village.
I
1rs complete
in 183#
Newark, N. J
John Woodman's new building on Cotor
title is: "The English Reader;
pieces
Street is being shingled. The comin proee and verse, from the best writers; tage
of the building at an early date is
pletion
read
to
assist
to
designed
young persons
contemplated In order that it maybe
with propriety and effect; Improve their
opened to the public in the fall.
language and sentiments; and to inculPrank H. Beck is painting bis Main
cate the most important principles of
I Street garage.
a few preliminary
with
and
virtue;
piety
Dr. Lester W. Home, wife, and son
observation* on tbe principles of good
Howaid, have returned to their Fairreading." In the course of his preface I haven, Mass., borne after a two weeks1
the compiler asxures his readers that be
visit with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
"has been careful to avoid every expresChester W. Home.
a
that
sion and sentiment,
might gratify
Mrs. C. H. Phelps of Maiden, Mass.,
corrupt mind, or, in the least degree, aDd Mrs. P. R. Dickerson and son
offend the eye or ear of innocrnce"—and
Ralph, of South Framingham, M*sa.,
be enlarges upon the necessity of such have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
care.
Vivian W. Hills.
Farther on in his preface the cjmpiler
Dr. Frank N. Barker has a new Overto
says: "The Author has endeavored
land auto, purchased of Frank H. Beck.
Ms
of
relieve the grave and serious parts
Mrs. Cbas. P. Barnes and children of
collection, by the occasional admission Houiton are visiting relatives in town
well
as
instruct.
as
amuse
of pieces which
for a few weeks.
If, however, any of his readers should
Mrs. M. W. Sampson and Mrs. Π. H.
think it contains too great a portion of
Danfortb were at Peak's Island during
the former, it may be some apology to the week.
observe, that in the existing publications
Harry Downing of Portland bas his
designed for the pernnal of young per- cottage above Gibson's Grove nearly
sons the preponderance is greatly on the
completed.
side of gay and amusing productions.
Frank Stevens and wife are enjoying
When the imagination, of youth especiala few days at their Empire Grove cotly, is much entertained, the sober dic-

Car· for Road»—Doa't "Fix" Thorn.

-

Main

St.,

Norway, Main·.

CASTORIA For Infints and Chïdran.
TktKMYn Hiti Alum Bwkt

Bears Λβ

j

Always Ready
For Use

"Throughout the tertiary formations,

from the up|»ei· «iKtme onward, there
of cats,
>PI>earo a remarkalile family
with a dentition still more specialized
than that of the fvJInue. the true fedues. retaining other skeletal featured
of a more primitive type of cats.
These were the :nacha erodon tina e.
which survived until the pk istocene.
both In Europe and in America."
The information was found in a
geology student's paper. "The EvoluPertion of the Domesticated Cat"
hishaps you are a little rusty on "cat
tory and you find it difficult to remember. This illuminating bit of information will freshen it in your memory:
"The pliocene period was the period

You don't have to coax
the fire when you get home
late or when you get up
early if you have a

κ

NcwVtrfctiion

for
out

of the carnivore. The felids Included
the macherodonts, machaerodus and
aelur opsls. besides varieties analoIn this
gous to the leopard and lynx.
epoch appeared the servals (Fells christoll). At the time of the Fells christoll there appeared also the European
The earliest
wild cat Fells catua.
feline In America was Fells hlllianua.
It appeared in the middle pliocene."—

match,
touch it to the wick, and
you have the right heat
cooking anything, withJust strike

overheating

a

your kitchen.

Kansas Industrialist

No coal or wood.
No dirt or ashes.

AN ENGINEERING FEAT.
Railroad Aero·· th· lee and
Again«t Time.
Along the Copper river valley lies
miles in
a standard gauge railroad, 101
was filled
which
of
the
building
length,
with romance, its construction is regarded as a distinct feat In world's
engineering. The road crosses the rivand
er between two glaciers (Childs
Building

The New Perfection is
made with 1, 2, 3 and 4

burners. Indicator shows
how much oil is in the

tank. Ask your dealer
write for

logue

to

descriptive

Here Are the Facts, Although You May
Not Believe Them.
Why shouldn't ;i respectable cat alt
tracta
>n the fence aud lu» vl when ex
Troui Its family histo.-y read like thta:

a

Miles).
The false work of the bridge was
laid on the ice in winter. Men were
M. J.
hired to work night and day.
who
Ilency. the contractor, the man
built another "Impossible" road across
the mountains from Skagway. and his
chief engineer. E. C. Hawkins, conceived the idea of using the river Ice

or

cata-

for the bridge scaffolding.
As the spring approached hundreds
of men were kept busy every minute
of the day and night, for if not comthe
pleted by the time the Ice burst all
work and material would have been

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
of New York

lost.
The Ice went out, carrying the false
work with It. less than an hour after
the spike was driven in the connecting

completed.
span and tiie work
"Alaska,
Τ!κ· bri.lre <-ost $1.400.000.
J.
an Umpire In the Making." by John
was

Underwood.

At Sea in a Coffin.
It was the French assassin Lupl who
escaped to sea from Cayenne in a coffin. lie managed to get some nails, tar
aud cotton, and one dark night he got
Into the cottin shed. He selected a fine,
stanch and seaworthy coffin and fasa
tened the lid In order to turn It Into

FOLEY
KIDNEY
PILLS

We to just received a Gar Load o( these Trucks.

deck, leaving a cockpit sufficient to enlie calked all
able hliii to crawl iu.
the joints as well as be could, aud
when this work was finished he made
a pair of paddles out of two planks.
Then he brought out his craft with
dlfllgreat precaution. Without much
culty he reached the water's edge. Siand slowly be proceeded In the

Backache.
Rheumatism.
Kidneys nd

We still have a large lot of

Bladder.

Farm Machinery.

Α. Κ. SHUUTLKKl·" 4
3. Ε. SEWKLL 4

CO.,

lently
hope of reaching either Venezuela

CO.,

King

A

Wide World Magazine, have any idea
where the familiar licorice root comes
from. As a matter of fact, the bulk of
it halls from Syria. Here it is gathered
and piled Into great Btacks. where it remains uutil it is thoroughly dry. It la

You Want
More than

Just'Flour"

MAINE.

then taken to the factory to undergo
certain processes. The finished product Is used for flavoring confectionery

When you start

make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the Rood, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will l>e a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
aud goes farthest, because it is milled by
our special process
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(IS)
to

Range

Kineo

«·«·!

«..-ι

ίο

oniorlmf

Intn flip

makeup of many brands of tobacco.
Souic idea of the extent of tbe Industry may be gathered when it is stated
that on the average 8,000 tons of dry
licorice root Is shipped froin Aleppo
annually, while Bagdad yields another

6,000 tons, Antiocb 4.000 and Damascus

500 tons.

A Close Resemblance.
Professor Barry once amused Judge
Ball by an application on behalf of a
man who was a dealer In horses and
The Incongruity of bis
sugar sticks.

—

—

avocation stmck the Judge, who remarked. "What a strange combination
of trades!"
"I see a close resemblance between
horses and sugar sticks." said the witty

iWttiamM,
Y\o ur

barrister.
"In what way?" Inquired his lord-

ship.
The person

bringing the largest

number of this entire

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, NORWAY.
free

a

before Tuesday. Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each

HOBBS' VARIETY
a

receipt

counted

STORE

or

coupon will be given valued
such in the final count.

or

as

purchase amounting
as

to 25 cents from either

S. J. RECORD & SON,
5 of the advertisements,

to be
24-30

"The more you lick them the faster
they go." was the reply.—London TitBlts.

Keeley

advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

on or

Knew Just What to Do.
She—George, dear, here's a scientist
who says the earth Is wabbling on Its

Treatment
For Liquor, Opium,
and other Drug

axis. What do you suppose they can
do about It? George (absently)—Open
up the mutiler, reverse the lever, shut
off the |»ower. lubricate the bearings
and tighten the wheel cap.—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

Morphine
Using.

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the best because
we keep up to date always

His Only Chance.
Teller—I see that Ilennepeck baa developed Into a free thinker of late.
Grlmshaw—Yes; his wife has been
away from home for a week.—Puck.

rational mad human·.
NO
MENTAL
DERANGEMENT

Method·

SICKNESS.
OR COLLAPSE.
We

have

remedies

which

cure

Tbe world turns aside to let a man
pass who knows wbltber he Is going.—
David Starr Jordan.

the

Tobacco Habit and Ntnouueu at boa·

without

interfering

with business.

Send (or Free Booklet.

All Correipondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

Nature's Own Wrapping Keeps
Tobacco Best

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

use

it,

can be fresh.

Economical,

tobacco.

Get

a

too—no

waste—no package

Sickle plug from your dealer

Portland, Maine

Congress Street,

TlLKPHONl 2224

and

Organs

to pay

today.

for—more

Second hand Pianos and

for sale

pianos

at a

bargain.

I will sell

at

Organs

Two square
low price.
A

At the

Yea, atrange aa it may apbring
pear, auch exerclaea will even
back tbe loat power of apeecb. And I
am convinced that in normal peraona tbe
left band can be trained till it arrivea at
tbe aame efficiency aa the right, and that
tbe right lobe of tbe brain can in thia
aluminum ruler for meaaurlng tucks and
way be developed till it ia every bit as
hems, aeveral pair· of abarp abears, and active aa tbe left. Such exerciae la of

folding

table in the oorner are

box each of assorted thread and needles. incalculable value in mental aa well aa
"That aewing room looka like a workpbyalcal education.
shop, and I know just where to atart in
"The ambidextrous General Baden·

a

right away.
orderly, too.

It ia eaay to

keep thinge

"You aee, there are several scrap
baaketa in the room, and it ia eaay to
throw the odda and enda into them instead of on the floor. The floor in front
of the window and the table is covered
with an old aheet, and it ia the work of a
moment to take these up and ahake tbem

every night.
"In the corner behind the door and
well out of the way, a sheet ia fastened
securely to the wall where I pin any
piece of unflniabed work wben it muat
be laid aaide, and it never become·
creased into exasperating wrinkle·.
"All these seemingly little things
make a big difference with the amount
of work I can turn off in a day.
"Mr·. Black never 'drives' a seamatreea. In the middle of a long forenoon
of
or afternoon there Is always a cup
hot soup or cocoa, or a glass of fruit
hot.''—
punch or iced tea If the day is
Ex.

When Peaches ere Plentiful.
Peaches, peaches—cheap peaches

day!"

Who can resist the cry? Down the
■ireet It echoes, etirring in every brifty
housekeeper'* soul a natural, though
possibly latent, inclination to "put them
up" in rows of ahiniug jars and glasses.
TO

Β KG IN WITH

procure cane sugar for your
work, as beet sugar, although quite as
good for general uses, will make a failTbe
ure of your preserves and jelly.
jelly will not jell no matter what you do
to It.
Have everything you will need bandy,
order. All jars,
clean and in goud
glasses and rubber rings, must be thoroughly sterilized, and only granite-ware,
wooden and silver utensil· should be
used.
The using of the cling or free-atone
variety of peach ia purely a matter of
personal preference. Wash tbe peaches
in cold water and dry carefully to avoid
brulaing. Drop a few at a time into
water. In a few minutea the
Be

sure

Powell has said: 'The value of ambifrom tbe militant point of
view ia moat Important. I regard no
aoldier aa thoroughly trained who cannot mount hia horse from either aide,
uae hia weapona with either hand and
aboot aa quickly and surely from the
left aboulder aa the right.' Tbia ambidexterity may be acquired without any
very loog practice.
"And tbe left lung and tbe left eye
profit by tbia aimulianeous development of both sides of the body, while it
doea away with that injurioua lop-aided
position of tbe body which ia aaaumed
in writing and drawing. I verily believe
that 50 per cent of bodily power which
now Ilea idle can be brought into operation by tbe practice of ambidexterity.
"Tbe military hiatory of the Boera and
Japanese confirma tbia conclusion.
Both racea train themaelvea to use both
banda alike. With the Japanese this accompliahment ia foatered by their manner of perpendicular writing, each word

dexterity

being placed

to-

to

boiling

loved
rule. sir. but it wasn't true He
uo mua is a cynic
ie children, sir. and
"
•bo does that."

left band.

underneath and not,

as

with u«, alongaide the preceding one.
Aa soon aa tbey go to school they learn
ambidexterity. Whether thia accnuots
for the quickness of their wits remains
to be proved, though I
personally am
convinced of it; their astonishing manual
dexterity and military genius, I believe,
ia traceable to thia wlone.
"And bow often doea the left band
ahow itself to be fully the equal of tbe
right? Lock at piano playing. Ia there
any d'ference between the capabilities
of tbe two banda? And in violin playing
the delicato fingerwork of tbe left band
ia juat aa important aa the bowing of the
right. In hand weaving, typing, cricket,
the left ia juat aa efficient. Tbe surgeon,
the dentist, ia compelled to traio hia left.
"English teachera aay their ambi·
dextroua pupila are auperlor in cbeerfulThe whole
neas, alertness and decision.
of the teaching goes on quicker and better with auch children.
Particularly
interesting ia the fact tbat after a short
time of training the left hand acquires
a deftness and delicacy of touch which ia
unknown aa a rule to tbe right. And

A well dressed woman drove
peaches, adding five
water) awimming bath. She carried

v

THEY NEVER SEE SPOOKS.

Warm in Winter
Cool in Summer
Costs Less Than Metal

Wears Longer Than

One Consolation That Color
Biinc Persona Have.
Are you afraid of the dark? There
If
|. n't a cham-e of you seeing a ghost
furnish
v on are coloi Mind, which may
the beauties
ou η ray of comfort for
decorations you
" ( landscape nnd fiorul
lifetime.
11 uiy bave mix.-ed during your
the
I >r. August Lu turner, bead of
of
the
University
of
institute
|i hysical
for
| Ireslau, In i»ermuny. is authority
t Ids.
|)r. Luni'uer explains the pbenome
1 on In this way:
"The normal eye has an arrangement
1 ι
tiny rods and cones in the retina
I 'he rod.- |>ereelve light and the cones
When a person with a normal
olor.

half durk place
ye tries t<> see In a
lie cones, which are useless. Interfere
λ rith
the effiH-tlve action of the rods,
nd consequently the confusion creates
and
lie effect ol apparitions that come

heat the peacbea thoroughly and until
they Degin to snow eigne 01 huivuob·.
Place carefully in jars and through a
granite-ware funnel fill tbe jara with the
thin ayrup, until it rune freely over the
top. Seal at once.
To Pbesebve—The process Is tbe
aame as for canning, except that the
proceee for cooking is longer, which
bringa tbe peacbea to a higher degree of
softness and sweetness.

"At once,

the action to tbe
»nnlr »h« "little Hncrorl«" from

Suiting

and change their shapes.
"The color blind person lacks the
ones, and his rods uct with extrnordi
The color
, i.iry efficiency iu the dark.
•Siι d person sees u clear, permanent
ui.ine of tilings as long as there is the
That
i-a-t amount of light present

νο

e\y

arms

of hia mistress, and pitched him
twenty feet out into tbe water.
"Doggie" tamed right end up in an
instant and paddled back to the side.
Tbe

swimming

master lifted him out of

the water, partially dried him with a
towel, and said:
"Fine dog, madam; most intelligent

animal I ever saw. No trouble at all to
FBOM THK BEST OF THE 8YBUP
teach him. Needs about two more lesIf you have started with enough sugar sons, two days apart—any time in the
and water, you atill bave a nice bit of morning between ten and twelve."
for
ayrup left. To tbia add more sugar,
"Oh, air, I can't thank you enough."
by this time tbe water from tbe peacbea
haa made it rather too tbin, and then

make your—
Cut Peach Pbebebve, by putting

into tbe ayrnp piece· of peaobea and
boiling theae until soft. Put in jara and
aeal aa usual.
Peach Sybup.—By this time you will
find that the ayrup left in the pot after
tbe last of tbe peacbea baa been removed
la very thick and aweet and of a datk
red color, wbicb is of the very esaence of
peach. Bottle this, aeal and label.
Tou will find it delicious for flavoring
refreshing summer drinks, as a sauce for
puddings that have cooked too dry, and
for many other dishes wbicb require a

syrnp

flavoring.

TEACH JELLY.

Tbia ia made from the juice of peachea
and sugar. Boil cut-up peachea in juat
enough water to keop tbcm from burning, and when very aoft maah as fine as
possible. Drip through a pointed flannel bag. The juice tbos obtained ia
boiled rapidly with an equal quantity of
sugar for twenty minute·. Put into
glaaaes, and, when cold and hard, pour
melted paraffin on top of each glass to
the depth of a quarter of an inch.
Peach Jam.—tbe contents of tbe
dripping bag may now be converted into
jam by the addition of sugar to taste
and beating to the boiling point. Put in
jara and seal.
All. preserves and jellies must, of
course, be kept in a cool dark place to

The First Person.

Tbey had been quarreling, and,
though hubby was willing to take

althe

blame all upon himself and make peace,
was still snippy and indifferent.
"Come over here, Bessie. Aren't you
curious to know what is in tbis pack-

she

age?"
"Ob, not very! I can stand the strain,"
she replied belligerently.
"Well, It is something for the one I
love best in all tbe world," he said,
coaxingly.

The stone roe
vu h Ids own hand.
tills he received punish
1 •ids that for
lie wus shot,
ncnt of threv kinds.
I ie was bayoneted and he was beaten
[Ie was then, reasonably enough, left
The old fellow must have
'or dead
■ad a magnlUceut constitution and a

==
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Them

See

And

Call

—

Bolster Co.

Dayton

N.

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS. ME.

'Phone. 19-21.

PiERMSnC
RoofinG

TV

η
utniu
I
OUI·*?
p.l 111 ICO.
Ireudful story against us.
"Two Indies. it appeared. enme to
lu* visitors' gallery and demanded ad
ulsslon. Itiit tin;} had no cards.
"•If yon have u«» cards, ladies.' said
tie doorkeeper. 'perhaps you know one
>r the senators and can net a card

IK

we're

'roiu lii m
"
'Ob. no. we don't know any senal ors." tlioy said hastily.
"Tin· doorkeeper bowed low.
That ladles.' he said, 'is very mu· h
Wash·
Pass right in.'
, ο your «-redit.
tnrton Star

ο

and vowed she would never speak
him again.—Florida Times· Union

Weil Described.
Small Sadie was walking along the
<treet with her mot bet when a feroloiis looking but friendly bulldog ap•ronched. With a little scream she
her mother, crying. "Oh.
uamnia, look at the dog with the tanrled face!"-Chicago News.
•Iuiik

with each other."
"What would you do—abolish matri-

mony?"

to

Consolation.
"Walter, how do I know this isn't
mise meat instead of beef?"
"You probably don't. *lr: all kinds of
•copie come here to eat." Chicago

containing
They constipate
care, only stifle

Don't nse a congh medicine

I'ribune.

: er sq

ire

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
South Paris,

Maine.

]

J

ΤIIΚ

Summer .School at .South I aeco.
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

jr. ! κ
'.t i· ·■■

·,1 !ί·
·π

i-

Au* .-ι»

l

Miint

G. I). HARDEN, Treasurer, I

STANDARD
SEWING

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

REAL

FOR

ESTATE

SALE

No. 298. THIS PROPERTY IS LOCATED
on the corner of two rc»Mcntl>tl stpet* In South
l'art», near to church, «tore», street rallroa·!;
7 I a rife room»,
t.-rv <lw< lllnjc
K<kxI size lot, 1 1
china closet, clothe* clOMtt; three nlre bay
with »tab!e
connecte'!
wlmlows, two piazza»,
24x30 ft. No trouble to show tills property

Price $1^00.
No.292. WHY NOT OWN THIS HOHK?
I.ocate·) on a beautiful street In South Pari*,
law lot of lan<l that I '.\lt ro<le with 12 young
thrifty apple trees on same ·>ηΊ In hearing; »1x
room cottage home conuectliiK with siabli 20x20
feet; cellar un'ler entire butl'llngs with a I con
violences to keei) JtX) hen». Ituy at once an<l
gave that rent bill I Only ΙΙ,ΜΛ.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

Agency,

NORWAY, ^E.

Tel. 35-3

60

YEARS'

^jI^^H^experience

( ml

ι cars

$1.60,-1.90 -2.26

ICtllJ IcXljl U6à£> un m

■

il» sweetheart and by strange fatality
the wrong address on each envelThe washerH>e and sent them off.
roinau was sent the Invitation to take
in auto ride the next day. but when
he young lady read. "If you crumple
bosom as you did Inst time
1 ny shirt
"II «ο somewhere else." «lie hurst into

Economical

Λ

Ν

Send for Catalogue.

Why 8he Wept.
A young man who Is very particular
ibout bis washing recently wrote a
, mte to bis washerwoman and one to

High grade and

with
ltu«lneee, Shorthand am! Telegraphy Courues of this School together
ο u ηχ M
PoMtl rn Department ha* been the means of starting thousands of y for
oil
What It ha* done
on the road to a xucces* fill career In the Κ jidnes» Worlo.
Portland, Bangui
Write for Free Catalogue.
able to suppose It can do for you.

Their Paaaport.
senator told ut a luncheon In
iVashlngton a senate story.
"We'd be a hard lot, Indeed, we sen
ι tors." he said, "If we were ns black

quainted

the bowels and do not
the cough. Examine tbe label and if
the medicine contains these harmful
Foley's Honey and
opiates refuse it.
Tar Compound contains uo opiates, is
healing and soothing. A. E. Shurtleff
Co., South Paris. S. E. Newell & Co.,
Paris.

PRICES $7.00, 8.50, 11.50, 14.50.

A

"I do not think people should get
married until tbey are thoroughly ac-

morphine.

Have always given satisfaction.

-London Chronicle.

"Ob, ia that so? I suppose, then, it's
suspenders you said you needed."

or

»·

have sold for 15 years.

we

ipirlt which the most devoted optimist
nlglit envy. Kor the Inscription goes
1 m
to say that he recovered and lived
1(595 must
ο the age of ninety-eight
nive l>een "a good vintage"—for men

those

opium

The kind

ghosts."-

Lexington Monuments.
All along the road to Lexington from
1 "rmbrldge. Mass., In tbe United States
•f America, there are monuments to
•rebel colonists" who slew British solûers April I!). In 177ft. but the most
tr.Miiug Is that which Is raised to the
île
ii<Miiory of Samuel Whittemore
as eighty years of age at the time,
ind lie killed three British soldiers

word, he

some

that he never sees
York Heruld.

ne.itis

poodle

the

Cold, Dry Air Kind

··♦..- The

,

up to the

a

Refrigerators.

The Baldwin

,

had in ber arms.
been removed.
"Oh, professor," she said, "I want to
Boil the sugar and water together until have my little dog taught to swim. Can
thin
of
a
the
it reaches
very
consistency
you teach him?"
tbe pre"I think bo."
syrup, and drop in as many of
alwill
as
the
bold,
syrup
"How much will it coat?"
pared peaches
covered.
well
all
be
to
Firet,
put
lowing
"Madam, I don't see how I can do it
tbe peacbea in that you wish to can, for less than five pounds."
tben tbe peaches you wish to preserve.
"Ob, thank you," she said. "And
wben could you give the pet bis first leaTO CAN AND TO I'BEBEBVB..
son?"
To Can—Boll just long enough to
madam."
can

Shingles.

Billings, South Paris.

Sold by L. S.

la

Hat

MAINE.

Neponset Paroid Roofing.

"

"On a

FLORIST.

SOUTH PARIS,

"

ting·.

Greenhouse,

E. P. CROCKETT,

..

all the materials with tbe trimmings,
linings and pattern·. There are several
tape meaaurea, a yard atlck, glaaa
weight· for anchoring patterna and ma
teriala to tbe table while cutting, a short

Plants

ι

Ρ Holt Λ TK NOTICE».
To nil )Mir»onn Interested In either of the
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, hel<l at Pari·*,
for the County of Oxfonl. on the thirl Ί
of July, In the year of our Lord one
nine hundred tad thlrt··»·!). the following
tl
baring been presented for the action
hereinafter indicated, It In hereby okdkkkh
That notice thereof be given to all pcrsot
» copy of this onUi
tirntnl, by
published th·te weeks successively lu the

·τ

dining

·«

lord Democrat, a {tewapaper published it 8

Paris, In said County, that they may appea
at a I'robate Court to be held at Kutuford or
the thirl Tuesday of ABglUt, A. D. l!!13, at
nine o! the clock In the forenoon, an<l be heathereon it they see cause:
Kminn L. Washlmrne late of Oxfonl,
ceased; will and petition for probate thi-r·
presented by I'aul'.ne Jordan, executrix
I.ydlH Λ. Itukrr lat·' of Itucklb
ceased; petition for determination of
Inheritance Ux presented by Alrin β
executor.

Evelyn Λ. Mminlog late of Heir
ceased; will and petition for prol il·
<:\
preec ted by A lien M. Mannlug, the
therein named.
Ash Milton Brarie late of Η' ·Γ<
c ued, will and petition for pro

by James
praaented
therein named.

I

P. Hntcblnaon,

Kilwln H κ lit) late of Dlxtleld,
llrst account presented for allov% 111
J. Κ Babb, executrix.
Zlua K. Mone late of Paris,
>
aecount presented for allowam
Swift, trustee.

<

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

^■■Rv
rFfTT^

Anyone sending α skolrh and deicrlptlon may
iiilckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communie*·
lions strict lyconOdontlal. ΗΑΝ0Β00Κ on Patenta
«eut free. Oldest agency f«.r recuring patents.
Patenta taken through Muiin A Co. receive
notl«, wit bout charge. In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest clr
'■illation of any aclentldc Journal. Term», |3 a
,-enr: four months, |L 8ol-lbyall newsdealers.

& Co.36^'""-" Hew York
MUNN
Branch Office. CIS V St.. Wnsblngton, D. C
INSURANCE.
All kinds of insurance

placed by

W. J Wheeler & Co.
After

July

i,

1913, Stanley M.

Wheeler will be taken ii to the firm
J. Wheeler & Co., composed

of W.

ADDISON K. I1KKKICK, Ju Ik'
copy—attest:
ALBERT D. ΛΐίΚ. H·»

A true
Î.I4I

-u-r.

MOTICK.
The subscriber hereby give
haa Licen duly appointed tdo
estate of
A DDI Β M. ROW Ε, late of
/.vm
In the County of Oxfonl, deceabond· as the law directs. AU p<
demands against the estate of -s M
ttlo
to present the same f
are desired
'.· I tu
ment, and all Indebted thereto are re
make payment Immediately.
CHARLES F -iTASTOS
July 15th, 1913.
29-31

·■;-·■!

.·

Bankrupt's

Petition for Diicharp

the matter of
)
ALVIN G. UODDARD,
[in Kankr-it!q,.
HankrQpt. J
To the Hon. Clakknck Hai k, Jud*.·
'-rl
trlct Court of the United States fortl»·
In

■

of Maine:

<i.

(jODi>AKi>

AI.vin
County of
unld

of

Mexico

the

!.

!n
Oxfonl, and State f Mai
η
·-.
District, rcajiectfully reprr
faster a of W.
η
he
It is
l'.MJ,
Wheeler, Margaret A. the -H.ith day of June,
ό·
■< >
adjudged bankrupt, under the Actitreet car humps along when you are
>·
tin:
Baker, Stanley M Wheeler.
grese relating to Bankruptcy;
tinning after It than when yon are rid
his
all
surrendered
property
duly
>'
with
of Oxford property, and has fully compiled
We thank the
New Origan" I'lmyniie
I ne In It
-ri·
=
requirements of said Acts and oft
for past favors and
Court touching his bankruptcy.
That he
he
Wherefore
shall
conprays,
of
same
and
continuance
fr.a
creed by the Court to have a full dl- u.
1
tinue to give them οίγ hest efforts, all debts provable against his estau in
·*
·'
debtsuch
Acta,
except
bankruptcy
Sold in New
and
a
good protection
good
discharge
ceptcd by law from such
Dated thla ώιΐ: day of June. Α. I». !
« very year prove the popularity of thu business deal.
aiili
ALVIN O. GOOD A UI ·.
0 Id and reliable remedy.
Read some of
«>A
OIIOEU OF NOTICE THHtl
t tie letters praising its merits.
DISTKICT OK MAINK, 88.
"L. P." Atwood's Medicine has alOn thla l'Jtli day of July, A,D, 191
I have a letter from a prominent Main· lng the foregoing petition, It Is—
-ays been used in my father's family, I
1
Onlered by the Court, That a hearlry
nd now in my own. It has saved and I clergyman in regard to a sickness of one of
A P.
upon the aameon the ΛΗΙι day of August,
his
children
from
which
I
as
follows:
cases
of
revented
serious
In
sickquote
ρ
many
l'.d.t, l>efore said Court at Portland,
"Our fvo-year-old baby was very lick trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; an 1 tut
η ess."
Mrs. Edgar Crocker,
Dem
notice thereof be published In the Oxfonl
at
two
citferent
times
we
and
came
near
St. Albans, Me. |
and
a newspaper printed In said District,
her.
We had the best doctors, ocrât,
losing
other
|*πι»ω In
that all known creditors, and
Mise Ruth E. Anderson, Augusta, ' but
did not know what the trouble interest, may appear at the said time and p a·*,
they
1 [aine, writes:—"A grand old medi- ! was. In the first sickness she had
cause. If any they have, why the prayhigh fever andofahow
"
said petitioner should not lie granted.
c ine.
Th**
for several days, and thedoctorsaid it acted erAnd
Is further onlered by the Court
it
"
"
I have used your
L. F.
Atwood 'β like scarlet fever, but as there were no other the Clerk shall send by innll to all known π· !
It Eedicine for years and think it is not
and this ordl
said
of
Itors
petition
cases he did not think it could be.
copies
After»»
at their places of resides
a; ife for
any family to be without it! wards she broke out in a rash all over her dressed to them
stated.
ii the bouse. My opinion in brief
Judge
IIalk,
The
last
sickness
was
similar and
Witness the Hun. Clakknck
body.
''"rt
Ί )nce
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
tried, always used'."
the doctor was puzzled. She was very
of July.
Mrs. C. M. Pert, Stonington, Me. ' nervous and we feared we would lose her. land, In said District, on the l!Kh day
A. D. 1913.
Your Dr.True's Elixir was recommended,
JAMES E. IIEWKV, Clerk
fL. ·.]
Large bottle 35 cents at all dealers; and
A true copy of petition and order thereon
after
two
use
she
several
0
days'
passed
sample free by mail.
Jy Jl
ttest :—J A M ES Ε IIEWKV, Clerk
A
worms from two to three inches in
"
length,
L. P." MEDICINE CO.,Portland,Me.' and is
now well and strong and sleep· at
NOTICE.

Curious.
curious how much

J.

The angry citizen puffed into the office
of tbe city editor.
"See here, sir," he yelled, "what do
OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
prevent fermentation.
you mean by publishing my resignation
from my political office In this way?"
Instead of enduring the daily torment
Hints.
"Ton gave tbe story out yourself,
of weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
didn't you?" asked the editor.
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
"Of course I did," replied tbe angry
When freezing ice cream, ice· or cu«that impulse to take Foley Kidney Pilla.
It
They co-operate with nature, which ac- tarda, if common washing soda(aal soda) citizen. "But your fool paper prints
tbe bead of 'Public Improveunder
in
counts for their success in all kidney is added to the freezing mixture
pro"
and bladder disorders. Tbey*are heal- portion of one cupful of aoda to three menta.'
ing, strengthening and tonio. Obey cupful· of rock salt, tbe cream will
that impulse to day and give them a freer* in much shorter time and a con- THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "THE
chance to help yon. A. E. Shurtleff Co., siderable aaving of ice will be effected.
SUMMER GIRL" AND "THE SUM·
Sooth Paris; S. E. Newell Λ Co., Pari·.
MER WOMAN."
In making lemonade, instead of granulated sugar I nae caramel augar and am
While tbe former Is having a "good
"Father," said tbe small boy, "what is having an unusually good quality of time" tbe latter is too often dragging
a provisional government?"
the beverage. Peel the lemons as you around nervous, run down, tired our,
"Well, my son, my impression in a would an orange, being careful to re- with aching back and weary limb·, sleepgeneral way is that a provisional govern- move all white skin, out tbem in quarters less and wretched. Often it Is kidney
ment i> one that baa to keep bustling lengthwise, and then mash to a pulp trouble not female trouble and Foley
from day to day for provision·.1'
with a potato masber. There will be Kidney Pills are a direct and positive
A. E. Sburtleff
more juice for tbe number of lemons help for the condition.
The agonising discomfort and sense of uaed than when tqueezed witb a lemon Co., Sooth Parla; S. Β. Newell A Co.,
suffocation that aooompany hay (ever squeezer. To bave it in readineaa for Paria.
and asthma may be greatly alleviated by unexpected company, prepare a dosen
tbe use of Foley1· Honey and Tar Com- lemon· a· above and place in a tight jar
Two Negro men came up to tbe outpound. It has a soothing effect on the In tbe refrigerator—made thick with skirts of a crowd where · candidate was
muons linings, and relieve· tbe gasping angar it will laat a long time.
Four making a campaign speech. After litand tickling sensation In tbe throat and large tabiespoonfnls will make eight tening to tbe speech for aboat ten
nights without fretting, tossing and starting
bronchial tube·. A. E. Shurtleff Co., glasaea of lemonade.
minutas, one of them turned to hla comin a fright as she did formerly."
and aaked :
Sontb Paria; S. Ε. Newel) Λ Co., Pari·.
panion
I will be glad to furnish this clergyAlways scald tbe skins of lemon· after
1 two hone farm wagon, lone; 1 nice
"Who am dat man, Sambo?"
man's name and address to anyone who
tbe juice has been extracted. Put tbem
"Ah don't know what bis name am," m sat cart, for one or two borsps; 1 good
"Wbat1· that book yon are atudying so
cares to wiite to me.
in a large bowl, cover witb boiling water,
Sambo replied, "but he oertainly do pi too; two organs; 1 large refrigerator;
faithfully?"
and let stand till cool. Then atrain this recommen'
1 roedlnm refrigerator; 1 horse, all right,: N.B.—Τrue's lûlixir is the best known
hisself mos* highly."
'•Collection of rube stories," replied
water off and use It in making the
8 rears old; new kitchen,
Farmer Corntoasel.
"llotber thinks I
dining and remedy for all stomach and bowel troubles.
lemonade. A delicious pungent taste RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART, ro eking chain.
Purely vegetable, pleasant to take and
ought to talk a little dialect to amuse from tbe oil of tbe
skin ia the remit.
All kind· of second hand goods bought entirely harmless. Expels stomach worm·
tbe summer boarder·.'*
Don't overlook tbe grave faot that
ι and pin worms. All dealers, 35c; 50c; $1.00.
Once wben a person waa ill with a rbenmatlsm easily "settles in the heart," " d sold.
If a substitute Ik offered you for Foley
Vjum for better heahh,
ALBERT D. PARK,
fever and liquid· were forbidden, ; tod dlatnrba the valvular action. Tbe
high
Kidney Pills, it mean· a cheaper medi- the nurae brought a diab of culd apoona. rare consista in removing tbe cause. ™ If
South Paris, Me. ;
cine is pressed upon you for tbe dealer's I
thought It a orasy notion, but I have Foley Kidney Pilla so tone np and
profit, not for yours. Foley Kidney lived to know tbe beneflta of it. It waa itrenetben tbe kidneys that tbey keep
13 Drummond St., Auburn, M·.
Pills may cost tbe dealer more than a a
HAI1
deep diab packed full of Ice, wilb a he blood free of poiaons and urlo acid I
but
th.
oheap substitute,
tbey give better number of apoona standing about tbe irystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen I
a
|IV«Ub
results than any other kidney and bladiIGH GRADE PRINTING
fail· te Sectors Or«Jl
edge. Tbe nurae would place one in my oints, backache, urin&ry Irregularities, I
Ht» to lU ToothftU
der medicine. Ask for Foley Kidney moutb, witb tbe bowl
Colo«7|
down, and ] ind disturbed heart action. Try them. I
npeide
n»T«m Mir fall In*.
Pilla. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Put·;
at the
amy few aeoonds replaoe it witb another, I k. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paria; S. Β. I
""if—
S. E. Newell 6 Co., Parla.
putting tb· first back ia the loe.
ftwell A Co., Parie.
r-ao

County

THOUSANDS OF BOTTLES

people

solicit]

squire]

Parents, Read

■

this Letter!

—

For Sale.

lot of second hand organs that I will
Come in and
price.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Flayer pianos always in stock at prices
that are right

Λ/ν.

j

catalog.

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block, South Paria.

Cut Flowers

is,!

sell at any old
see them.

Send for

a Cynio, but
r 1· Author Wa· Called
Ha Lovad Children.
Thackeray's words wore satirical,
<1 cynic, but
id he himself was called
Affaire of Some
e author of "Love
Men" shows wbat sort of
r uiiiuiiH
lu the s»tllist's breast by
lient
•hrt
I»1
of one to whom
i|i loiiug from the letter
f ie following Incident happened:
deritb
"Ιιι the week following bis

I

Pianos

and sweet.

Chopped-up, "package" tobacco loses much of its moisture
before it goes into the package, and keeps getting drier all the time.
And the arier it gets, the faster it burns in your pipe, and the
more it bites your tongue.
Only fresh tobacco gives real pipesatisfaction—and only tobacco you cut off the Sickle plug as you

One of the most ambldextroua men

;

England

26 39

No artificial package—tin, bag, or tin-foil and paper
—can keep tobacco as well as the natural leaf wrapper
that holds all the original flavor and moisture in the
Sickle plug. When you whittle off a pipeful, you always
get fresh tobacco, that burns slowly, and smokes cool

—

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BBA1H THBOUGH
EXERCISE OF THE LEFT HAifD.

THACKERAY'S KIND HEART.

prevent· my going to that ever lived wu Sir Bdwin Landaeer, l{
Mr·. Black «hen abe need· me," » bnay, who could
eimaltaneoualy draw a dog
admitted
honae to-bonae dressmaker
with one hand and a atag'a head with
with a wiae amile. "The flrat morning
the other. Ninety-five per cent of manat a place ia generally a time of dread
kind, however, are right-handed, the
(or aeamatre·· and miatrss· alike. Every- movements of that hand being dictated
and
la
of
in
a
atate
Indeoiaion
upthing
the left lobe of the brain, owing to ,, lere appeared some genial memorial
heaval. Nothing ia acoompliabed. But by
Walking
the croeaee of the nervea in the back·
ics Ιιι the pages of Puncb.
that lan't Mrs. Blaok's way.
bone. There ie each an overwhelming " »w:i tile then unsavory thoroughfare
"The aewing room is a comfort to be- difference between the two lobea that
k mwii as Bedfordbury. my eye caugbt
The aewing
hold that flrat morning.
one la compelled to aay that the right
maohine la cleaned and oiled and atanda
11 ie open page of tile popular periodical,
im·
ia
that
macb
do
not
hand can
only
read the graceful tribthe
u id I stayed to
open before a north window; there la a
bat
the
for
left,
anything
poaaible
Turning
moralist.
good anpply of needlea in the drawer.
left can do it baa borrowed from the u te to tiie dead
dressed man
"Along one aide of the room la a large right or learned from It indlrcctlv.
„ «ray at length, a poorly
table for cutting—few tblnga will help
working garb said to me:
"People who have been paralyzed oo
more In hastening the work than a table
the right aide by a atroke and bave been
*"l knew (luit iiiau. sir.'
bold
comto
the
pattern·
enongh
large
reduced to dependence on the right lobe
"•You knew Thackeray?* I asked.
fortably. A presaing board with a freab of the brain are aimply incapable of
baker's
'Yes. sir. 1 keep that little
cover atanda at one end of the table, and
band.
left
the
They
doing anything with
to the opposite
an iron for preaaing occupiea a small
|>ointlng
*1
ιορ
yonder.'
tbe
in
Haenkel
Dr.
writee
a
are
wreck,"
the time
stand. Tbia ever ready iron la conventbe n de of the street, and inany's
"Aa
Nachrlchten.
ient In a dozen waya th%t hasten the Hamburger
buy a
come nnd
would
Profesanr
of
*[
obaervationa
liackeray
epoch making
I cut it
work, to smooth pattern· and material Llpmann prove conclualvely, in auch
tund or two of cake of me.
for the cutting, to pre·· hems and seam·
dlstributcaaea tbe left band, though unaffected
ito slices for him. and then,
and aave the necessity for baating, and
directly by the atroke, ia incapable of 1 ig it among the crowd of hungry chilfor preaaing the finished garments.
nearly every kind of conecioua move- ren. be wonid walk away and hide in
"The chairs In thia room are a comment, ita dependence on the right band tl îat court over there. vthat be might
fort. There are two low armleaa rockla proved concluaively.
of seeing their en·
era, and aeveral higher ohaira with good
"Bat experiment· have abown me tbe h uve the pleasure
straight back· that support the worker. possibility of giving these bopeleaa crip- j< lyment. He didn't know I knew him.
There la alao a long mirror for tbe fitto call blm a
plea a new leaae of life by exerciaing the |, ui I did. People used
ever

Licorice Root
pounds of sugar (but no more
I wished to
Very few people, says a writer in the after tbe peaches

A. W. WALKER & SON,
PARIS,

When the Dfeiwnikef Comes.

"Nothing

ror fifteen dozen

Building Purposes.

SOUTH

OoxraspoBdeaoo οα topics of Interest to tbe tadle<
U aoBolted. Address: Kdltor BOKBUlW
Co mm, Oxford Democrat, South Part·. Me.

skins will become loose and may be tbia may be noticed among elderly peoLupi. the steamer Abeille, returning
removed with a ailver knife.
ple, too. So too with artists: Leonardo
easily
Paramaribo
off
Antilles,
the
from
In the meantime bave Rome augar and de Vinoi, Landaeer and Menzel were amaland
drowned
half
him
up
picked
bidextroua."
water boiling on tbe atove.
most in a fainting condition, and a few
To start with, last summer I used ten
his
cell.
in
hours later be was in irons
Learning to Swim.
pounds of sugar and aix cupfula of water

Cement Blocks and Brick
For

or

British Guiana. 150 nautical miles distant. Fortunately or unfortunately for

Oive· New Lmm of
Life.

Ambidexterity

IHOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

FELINE FA.Y.ILY HISTORY.'
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DEMOCRAT OFFICE.

for
(n the District Court of the United sutethe District of Maine. In Itaukrupu-yI η the matter of

>

WILLIAM JACKSON, J Ih llantrupUy
of Rumfonl, ltankrupt. )

In tl11'
To the creditors of William Jackson,

bounty of Oxfonl and district aforesaid
of
Notice Is hereby given that on the lath day
July, A. D. 1913, the said William
the t!r»i
that
and
»as duly adjudicate*! bankrupt,
at tlx
neetlng of his creditors will be held South
>fUcc of the Kefcree, No. 8 Market Squan- H>.
I»
Α.
Paris, Maine, on the 1st day of Aug
tin·'
it 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
claim*.
aid creditors may attend, prove their
I
the bankrupt, an
examine
trustee,
>P|>olnta
as
ransact such other business
before aald meeting.
South Paris, July 19,1913.
WALTEIt I..

may

properly

oine

2W1

OKAY.
lieferee In Bankruptcy

KIDNEY PIUS
FOLEY
IUOOU
ΌΙ IHiUMATISM MONEY!
MO

